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This study was designed to determineif students'attitudes toward.physicaFe<iucation
change after being exposed to an adventure education, fitness, and sport education units.
The sample included (N=41 ) with classonecontainirig23 subjects and class two 18. The
length ofthe studywas 30 class periods/daysJon¥'9~ssone(N=23) wasgivenapretest
followed by posttests after experiencing a 10 dayadventure education unit,. fitness unit
and sport education unit. Class two (N=18) was given a pretest followed byposttests.after
participating in the opposite order ofunits thatclassone was given. The three factors
identified within the survey were the teacher,curriculuIIl usefulness, and curriculum
enjoyment. The factor scores were computed for eachstude.nt,every time they took the
survey. Repeated measures analysis ofvariance (ANQVA)was performed to determine
if differences existed between the classes. A significanceJevel of a = .05 was used in all
statistical analyses. When averaging across the four surveytime points, there is no
significant difference between the two classes. FI()wever, When considering thesllrvey
time points individually - pretest, adventure education, sport education, and fitness 
there were significant differences between the two classes.
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CHAPTER I

students have negative

INTRODUCTION

Much research has been conducted on student attitude in relation to the physical

With the increasing cases ofchronic illnesses such as diabetes and obesity in

Students that participate in physical education have different attitudes toward this

education even if it was not a required subject This supports findings from a previous

Subramaniam, 1999). Conversely, Strand and Scantling (1994) found that over three-

fourths of students in their study indicated that they would elect to enroll in physical

refrain students from engaging in physical activity outside school (Silverman &

subject based on a number of factors. Negative attitude toward physical education may

study which suggests that students generally enjoy physical education (Strand &

attitudes toward physical education. This requires more study to determine what factors

youth today it is extremely important to find out why

educator, curriculum content, gender, age and grade level, marginality ofphysical

affect students' attitudes. As Silverman and Subramaniam (1999) explain, the physical

Scantling, 1994).

education, and student skilllevelarejustsoIl1eofthe independent variables that have

"-
educator and the curriculum. The teacher's beha.vior arid the content of the curriculum

been investigated in attitude research in physical education.

impact students' attitudes in either a positive or a negative way. Several studies have



found that students' enjoymentofphysical education is closely related to the teacher

(Silverman & Subramaniam, 1999). This means that if students have a teacher that they

do not enjoy they will probably have a negative attitude toward physical education. It is

extremely important to keep students'attitudes positive toward physical education. As

Graham (1995) states, "getting to know how children perceive, feel, and subsequently

evaluate attitude is the key to improving children's dispositions toward physical

education". Graham (1995) continued to stress the importance ofunderstanding students'

attitudes toward physical education. He emphasizedthat the knowledge gained through

studying students on this topic will lead to insights on how they think and feel about their

physical education experience which can bring the necessary changes in order to make

physical education a valuable experience for all students.

In the sport education model, students participate in seasons or units of instruction

which are two to three times longer than typical physical education units (Siedentop,

2002). The studelltsbecomemeniDers-ora-teamif:iilin~diatelywhich allows·for affiliatiorr---~-------_·

and the students to plan, practice, and come together (Siedentop, 2002). A schedule of

competition is organized to allow for practice time and play within it predictable schedule

so that each team is adequately prepared and the competition is fair. A culminating event

marks the end of the season and the opportunity to celebrate success. Records of statistics

and games are kept in order to provide motivation, feedback, assessment, and build

standards and tradition (Siedentop, 2002). This study will examine whether a sport

education or adventure education curriculum impacts students' attitudes toward physical

education.
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The adventure education curriculum consists of participation in activities with

perceived risks and does not necessarily occur outdoors. It includes cooperative games,

trust building activities, problem solving initiatives, and high adventure activities. This

curriculum tends to make·students uncomfortable and place them out of their comfort

zone. Students are challenged to work with other studentsthrough a nllIIlberof different

activities that work on their problem solving and COIl1llll.l1iicatic)ll skills. An adventure

education curriculum consists of seven stages of adventure: acquaintance activities, ice

breakers, communication, problem solving, trust, low elements, and high elements.

Need for Study

It is important to understand students' attitudes toward physical education,

specifically what is valued as a meaningful experience that will encourage a lifetime of

physical activity. Present research does not examine certain topics within the curriculum

which is why this study focused on comparing students' attitudes toward physical

education lJased6nparticipafioriiiia:l1 adveiimre-educatioliUliit and a sport education

unit. The information that was gained will reflect if either or both education units affeCt

students' attitudes.

Hypotheses

The following hypotheses were tested in this study:

1) There will be no difference in students'attitudes between classes after experiencing

adventure education and sport education unit.

2) There will be a significant difference in students' attitudes after each unit.

3



Definition of Terms

In this study, the following definitions were used:

Adventure Education - A unique situationtllatcreates a sense of disequilibrium that

makes students uncomfortable, while teaching responsibility and decision making

through movement (Rohrike, 1995).

Sport Education - A curriculum and instruction model designed to provide authentic,

educationally rich sport experiences for students in the context ofphysical

education (Siedentop, 2002).

Assumptions

The following assumptions were made for this study:

1) Students will answer all questions honestly.

2) Students' attitudes toward physical education can be reliably measured.

3) The instrument is a valid and reliable measure.

4) The teacher will have proper content knowledge to appropriately implement the

instructional modeL

Limitations

For the proposed study, the following limitations were recognized:

1) Study limited to school scheduling where research is conducted.

2) Study limited to one teacher teachingboth Classes.

3) The study will have no control group.

Delimitations

For this study, the researcher set the following delimitations:

1) Freshmen high school students atolleschool.

2) Students will be exposed to an adventure education, fitness, and sport education unit.

4



3) Researcher will collect the data.

4) Coeducational classes.

5) The units will last 10 days with each class period being 90 minutes.

Significance of the Study

This study examined differences in students ' attitudes toward sport education and

adventure education in high school physical education. In order to keep student interest in

lifelong physical activity it is important to explore how the curriculum delivered affects

students' attitudes toward physical education. When comparing students' attitudes toward

an adventure education and a sport education unit the study may find that there is no

difference, a more positive experience, or a more negative experience. Understanding if

there is a difference has implications on the value of adventure education and sport

education.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Introduction

To understand the impact that adventure education (AE) and sport education (SE)

have on students' attitudes toward physical education it is imperative to review past

studies and their implications. Students tend to base their attitude toward a subject on

their past and present experiences. In physical education this is no different. If a student

has a bad experience, a negative attitude may develop toward the subject as a whole.

However, most high school students tend to enjoy the subject matter included in the

physical educationcurriculumJllldF.Q:uld-s<le~tj;iLenrQlljnmoreclasses if given the

opportunity (Scantling, Strand, Lackey, & McAleese, 1995).

Physical education is seen as an important element in a child's education because

ofthe positive attitudes reported by teachers and. administrators (Scantling et aI., 1995).

Within education it is important to understand what are students' perceptions and

attitudes. This is especially true when teaching physical education because there has

been an increase in adolescents who are overweight and obese. During adolescence,

physical activity is acknowledged to play an important role in the prevention of obesity

and in health promotion in general (Hohepa, Schofield, & Kolt, 2006). This reinforces the

importance to understand students' attitudes toward physical activity. In physical
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education, gaining insight into student belief is a critical source for understanding their

attitudes, interests, and involvement toward the curriculum (Rikard & Banville, 2006;

Strand & Scantling, 1994). Therefore, it is necessary to know what students believe is

important ill order to live a physically active lifestyle. Whenteachers create a learning

environment in which students feel comfortable and confident, it eIlhances positive

attitudes toward the subject matter (Subramaniam & Silverman, 2007). The creation of a

positive learning environment impacts both student attitudes and student learning

(Subramaniam & Silverman, 2007). There is emergirigev'idence to suggest that students

who exhibit a more positive attitude toward physical activity in physical education are

more likely to participate in physical activity outside of school (Subramaniam &

Silverman, 2007). According to these findings, physical educators have important roles

because there is great potential to impact students' attitUdes toward physical activity. For

this reason it is, necessary for teachers to create a positive learning environment where

students feel comfortable toparticipatein~physicaLactivity.

It is important to examine past studies of AE and SE to see if the findings have

had an impact on students. AE consists of students going through a process where they

are challenged to work with other students to solve problems and experience trust

activities that move them out of their comfort zone. Exploring the past studies of AE and

the effect it has had on students will have practical implications for the present study. SE,

which was developed by Daryl Siedentop (2002), addresses the need to transfer power to

students by allowing them to be inleadership foles where they must make decisions.

Examples ofleadership roles within the SE model that transfer responsibility to students

are student referees, coaches, managers, and statisticians. SE lasts longer than most
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physical education units to allow for students to develop skills along with team cohesion.

In order to fully understand the potential of the present study, SE must be examined in

order to become aware of how it influences students in the physical education setting.

The purpose of this review is to provide a comprehensive review ofliterature addressing

students' attitudes toward physical education, based onparticipationinAE and SE.

Students' Attitudes Toward Physical Education

In order to understand students' attitudes towarclphysical education, past studies

must be analyzed to discover what variables have been used to manipulate students'

attitudes. Much of the past research focuses on teacher behavior, curriculum, gender, age

and grade level, marginality of physical education, and skill level as independent

variables (Silverman & Subramaniam, 1999). Most ofthe research studies presented

within this subtopic discuss teacher behavior and curriculum impact on students' attitudes

toward physical education. This past researchprovides a foundation on what studies have

revealed when evaluating students' attitudes toward physical education. Because the

research question strictly addresses two different curriculum units that will be taught by

the same teacher it is vital to investigate past studies that examine the

behavior and curriculum.

Analysis of students' attitudes toward physical education is important because it

may lead to implications and suggestions for curriculum changes that can alter student

attitude. In a review article by Silveflllan.an<1Subramaniam (1999) their purpose was to

review many studies about student attitude toward physical education, student attitude

toward physical education and activity measurement issues, sport pedagogy outcomes on

8



student attitude research, and future research implications for physical education and

activity in relation to student attitude. Past research suggests that teacher behavior and the

curriculum content have a significantilIlpact on students' attitudes toward physical

education (Silvernail & Sllbra111aniam, ·1999). The physical educator has been found to

have a strong influence on students'·attitudes toward physical education.(Luke &

Sinclair, 1991). Another study reported comparable findings that student enjoyment

toward physical education is closely tied to thephysicaleducator(Carlson, 1995).

While the physical educator can affect students' .attitudes it is important to

examine the curriculum impact on students. Past studies will have implications on the

present study, which examines the SE and AE curriculum impact on students' attitudes. It

is clear that student attitude toward physical education is impacted by the curriculum

content (Carlson, 1995; Luke & Sinclair, 1991). Solmon and Carter (1995) found that

student attitude toward physical education was directly impacted by the curriculum

content. Students exposed to~~b~~aci~~c~~cuhl~ that had a variety ofactivliYtendecfto

have a positive view toward physical education. Inorderfor student interest to be

positive toward physical education itis necessaryt()iconstantlyconsider changes within
I

the curriculum. Many students become bored with physical education if the curriculum

remains the same and is neverchangediCatlson(1995) found that students become bored

when teachers implement the same activities and sports every year. The practical

implications of this review by Silverman and Subramaniam (1999) suggest that the

physical educator and the curriculum cOlltelltcangreatly impact students' attitudes

toward physical education.
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The physical educator and curriculum content are important variables to measure

students' attitudes. It is necessary to determine what topics in the curriculum influence

students' attitudes and the importance ofphysical education compared to other subjects.

In a study by Bibik:, GoodWin, andOmega..:Smith (2007) that analyzed high school

students' attitudes towardphysical education four specific research questions were

targeted. Specifically the study addressed high school students' attitudes toward physical

education, variables that influence students' attitudes, the importance level ofphysical

education to students, and the most important activities within the physical education

curriculum. Subjects were high school students from Delaware from the 9th to 12th grades

currently in physical education. Students were given a 31 item survey which was

organized into sections to gather data on demographics and personal information, likes

and dislikes of physical education and its importance,other subject importance, and the

most and least important activities in the physical education curriculum (Bibik et aI.,

2007).

The results from this study indicated that students liked specific sports and games.

The activity that students liked the least was running. A little less than half of the students

surveyed believed that physical education would be more enjoyable if more games and

sports were offered. A little over half oHhestudents surveyed indicated that they wanted

more choice in physical activities, with strength and fitness being chosen most. A little

over 40% of students surveyed rated physical activity as being important in high school.

Math, english, and science were the most irIlportant subjects to students followed by

health and then physical education. Physical education was ranked as more important to

student education than history, social studies, home economics, foreign languages,

10



industrial arts, art, and music. "Twenty-one percent of students responded that physical

educators should teach more sports or games while 13% indicated physical educators

should teach more skills and strategies, and seven percent responded that students should

learn more abollffitlless. Only 2.5% of students responded that there was nothing they

liked about physical education" (Bibik etal., 2007). The information from this study

indicated that there was a very even split among students in the state ofDelaware in

terms of what should be offered within the curriculum based on what students liked most

about physical education. The results from this study have practical implications for

future studies to be conducted on different activities in the physical education curriculum

to determine how they could impact students' attitudes. Findings from the study by Bibik

et al. (2007), which could have an impact on this study are that students enjoyed games

and sports. This suggests that students might have a more positive attitude toward a SE

unit compared to an AE unit. Another finding from their research was that students

dislike running whichhaspractical-implieatiens-because the present study incorporates-a---------~,

fitness unit. However the study by Bibik et al. (2007), found that students preferred to

have a choice in the fitness activities which has implications for this study.

In a study similar to Bibik et al. (2007), Strand and Scantling (1994) examined

activities within the curriculumthatstudents preferred along with their perceptions of

how they should be graded and what they thought were the most important objective.

The purpose ofthe study by Strand and Scantling (1994) was to determine high school

students' preferences toward grading procedures, activities offered, academic physical

education, and the objectives ofphysical education. The subjects were 958 students from

four high schools and three junior high schools in northern Utah. Students within the

11



study completed a 13 item questionnaire. The survey consisted of questions to determine

gender, grade level, extracurricular participation, grading and credits, elective and

academic physical education, activities offered, and objectives (Strand & Scantling,

1994). Studerits from the study preferred letter grades to a pass/fail grade in physical

education. Students believed that participation, effort, sportsmanship, and attitude should

be the criteria for grading. A set of answers below those choices chosen by students were

attendance, behavior, and dressing. Belowthose choices were homework, written tests,

skills tests, fitness tests, and potential (Strand & Scantling, 1994). Over three fourths of

the students in the study indicated they would enroll in physical education if it was

offered as an elective and not a required course (Strand & Scantling, 1994).

Activity preference for the top five activities in junior and senior high school were

basketball, football, weight training, swimming, and archery. The top five for all groups

but senior high school females included two team activities and three individual and dual

activities (St~alld&ScalltHng:~T994rThe-most importailt objectives listed by studeritsin~----·_-~-~

order of importance were the development of cardiovascular fitness, strength, and

flexibility. The second most important objectives were the development of

sportsmanship, values, fairplay, and enjoyment. The third most important objectives were

development ofphysical skills for sports and games and obtaining knowledge ofrules,

strategies, and concepts (Strand & Scantling, 1994). The results from this study have

practical implications for future studies to be conducted to determine what activities for

students in physical education today are seeri as most important to the curriculum. It is

also important to understand if students have similar attitudes today than they had in the

past toward how physical education should be graded.

12



It is significant to know students' attitudes toward physical education activities,

objectives, and grading, but it would also be beneficial to understand if students would

voluntary enroll in physical education and their reasons for doing so or not. The purpose

of a study by Scantling, Strand, Lackey, and McAleese (1995) was to determine why

students in high schools in Nebraska, Idaho, and Utah chose not to take more elective

physical education after completing the minimal graduation requirements for the subject.

The subjects were 1,438 senior high school students from 52 high schools in Nebraska,

Idaho, and Utah. The method that was used to obtaill.thedata was through a survey that

asked students if they had chosen to take elective physical education after completing

graduation requirement. If the students answered "yes" then they did not have to continue

to complete the rest of the survey. If students answered "no" they would have to answer

three more questions. The first question asked them to choose a main and secondary

reason why they chose not to take elective physical education. The next question asked

students if they agreed or stronglyagreed~to_aJisLofreasonsfor not taking elective

physical education. The last question asked students to agree or strongly agree to a list of

feelings about their physical education teacher (Scantling et aI., 1995).

The results of the study indicated that a little less than three quarters of students

had not taken elective physical education throughout high school. The number one reason

for not taking physical education was due to other courses being more important for

colleges. The second most common reason for not taking physical education as an

elective was because they did not like physical education with 32% of students agreeing

(Scantling et aI., 1995). Over halfof the students in each state reported that they would

take more physical education if they had more time available. Also, over half of the

13



students agreed or strongly agreed with the teacher not having an impact on their decision

not to take physical education (Scantling eta1., 1995).

More results from Scantlinget a1. (1995), have practical implications for future

studies to be conducted to determine what activities within physical education can change

students'attitudes so they value it more. Ifstudents start to value physical education they

14

physical education teacher had no impact on half ofthe students' deCiSions

will elect to take it moreofte1l811cl will find time in their schedule to fitit in. Another

Subiects in this study were 515 students from

they will want to continue to sign up to take elective physical education that is not a

Examining students' attitudes toward physical education as an elective is

courses were offered within the physicaLeducation curriculum they would feel more

important finding from this study that has implications related to SE and AE is that the

learning environment where student learning can occur. If students had influence in what

comfortable taking nonrequired elective physical education.

physical education. Physical educators must find ways to motivate students in classes so

requirement. The physical educator has a.very important role.of creating a positive

to determine what electives should be offered; A study by Rikard and Banville (2006)

examined two research questions: "what are student attitudes about their physical

interesting but knowing what studentslike and dislike about the curriculum is important

concerning the effectiveness of the physical education curriculum toward contributing to

education curriculum regarding fitness and sport activities? What are student attitudes

their fitness and skill levels?" (p.

grades 9-10 with almost even distribution ofmale and female subjects. The methods used

to collect the data for this study were a questionnaire and focus groups. The questionnaire



was designed to collect demographic data on subjects and then a Likert scale was used to

ask questions about skill level improvement, playing ability, fitness level, interest in

physical education activities, and what activities in the curriculum they valued (Rikard &

Banville, 2006).

The results showed that the greatest percentage of students liked time spent on

sport activities. Thethree positive reaSOllS for these responses were: fun, liking sport in

general, and liking the activity offered. The three negative reasons were: they disliked

the activity offered, the teacher talked too much notallowing for student to play, and it

was a boring activity. There was a split decision among students in terms of their

preferences for fitness based on what beliefs students had toward the physical education

curriculum. The top two reasons for liking fitness were: fun, and because it improved

their fitness levels (Rikard & Banville, 2006). The top two reasons for not liking fitness

were: because they did not like to run, and because it was boring (Rikard & Banville,

2006). Implications from the study really were decided based on one key finding:

most disturbing response from the majority of students was their belief that activities

taught in their physical education classes has no transferto their choice of activities

outside of school" (Rikard & Banville, 2006, p. 397). The practical implications from this

study suggest that the physical education curriculum be modified to meet the interests of

students. Students want to be challengedwith new activities within the field ofphysical

education which has implications to the present study that explores two different

curriculums that have changed physicaledl.lca,tors·thinking within the field ofphysical

education.

15



Understanding the topics within a curriculum that students like and dislike and

their reasons are important as are other factors that influence students' attitudes toward

physical education. In a dissertation by Krouscas (1999) the purpose was to determine

what aspects of aIIliddleschool physical education curriculum contributed to students

negative and positive feelings toward physical education. The subjects used in the study

were 876 middle school students in sixth, seventh, and eighth grade in the southeast

region of the United States. The subjects in this study were given a survey that obtained

demographic information and asked if they would elect to take optional physical

education next year. The second part of the survey collected critical incident reports from

students that allowed them to write past events in middle school physical education that

they liked and disliked (Krouscas, 1999).

The results from the study indicated a decline in students who would voluntarily

enroll in physical education from sixth grade to eighth grade. This was found to be more

obvious for female ~tlld~1'lts~omp-aredtomale-stuaenfsdl.1.e to female students'sharpef

decline. It appears that students' attitudes toward physical education steadily drops as

students become older. Similar results were also obtained in a study by Subramaniam and

Silverman (2007) which showed a decline in students' attitudes toward physical

education among older students compared to younger students. Other factors that have an ,

impact toward middle school students'positive and negative attitude toward physical

education were: teacher behavior, curriculum, dressing out for class, class atmosphere,

and self-perception (Krouscas, 1999). Thisstlidy has practical implications to the present

study because it examines whether AE and SE units in the curriculum could influence

students' attitudes toward physical education. The decline in students' attitudes toward

16



physical education as students become older also is of interest because if that trend is

consistent, high school students will have·an even lower disposition than middle school

students.

Many studies show students' attitudes toward physical education declines as

become older, with a greater decrease for females (Krouscas, 1999; Subramaniam.

Silverman, 2007). However, a study by Hicks(Z004) examined the impact ofa

of the Year on students' attitudes toward physical education and found different results.

The subjects used in the study were 156 middle school students in grades six, seven, and·

eight. The two teachers of the year that were involved in the study were from two

separate districts in a Midwestern state. A method used in the study was a survey that

addressed students' attitudes toward physicaleducation and participation in physical

activity (Hicks, 2004). The qualitative methods used in the study were an open ended

survey, interviews and observations with the teachers of the year and their students

(Hicks, 2004).

The results from the research by Hicks (2004) indicated thatteachers·of the year

impacted students by narrowing the gendergapbetweenll1alesandfelllalesiinterms of

their physical activity levels. Students desired to have morechoice.inthephysical

education curriculum (Hicks, 2004). Previous studies had discovered different attitudes

towards physical education with males having higher attitude scores than females. This

difference was found to be insignificant in classes with the Teacherof the Year (Hicks,

2004; Krouscas, 1999; Subrari:lanianl&Silverman, 2007). The results from the study

conducted by Hicks (2004) explain: "Males reported that they enjoyed physical education

because it was a chance to be active while females appreciate the relationship with the
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Teacher ofthe Year" (pg. 239). In addition, there was no decline in students' attitudes

toward physical education as they grew older which could be attributed to the Teachers of

the Year and their impact (Hicks, 2004). This study has practical implications to the

present stUdy because it de1110nstfa{edthataTeacher of the Year has a significant impact

on students' attitudes toward physical education. In the present study the teacher will be a

first year teacher which will provide insight on students' attitudes toward physical

education. Another finding by Hicks (2004)that has implications for the present study is

the amount ofautonomy that students prefer with choices within the curriculum. This

finding has implications for implementation of the SE unit for students in the present

study that allows for decision making and a transfer ofpower from the teacher to students

to allow for greater autonomy.

Students' Attitudes Toward Adventure Education

While much research exists that specifically addresses students' attitudes toward

physical education, it is past studies of students'attitUdes when exposed to AE that also

must be analyzed. Not many studies are available thatparticulady address students'

attitudes toward AE,·but there are si111ilarstudiesthafexamine the impact

student self-esteem, self-perception;andothervariables;These studies will provide a

history ofhow AE has had an effect on studentbehavior and attitude. The research

question for this topic strictly addresses AEwithin the curriculum. Therefore it is

imperative that past studies and their ilIlf:Hications be analyzed and given consideration.

A study by Wit!Ilan (1993) soughtto identify valued program characteristics of an

AE experience. The subjects in this study were 207 participants in adventure programs
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and 11 experts in the adventure programming profession. Methods of the study were

organized through a modified process where the adventure programming experts in the

profession identified valued adventure program characteristics. After the adventure

program characteristics were idelltified,the 207 subjects in the adventure programs were

given a questionnaire of those items at the conclusion oftheir program.

Results from this sWdy indicat~d that the subjects in treatment view certain

characteristics as more important adventure experiences than others. For example males

focused on power and control, while females supported trust activities and were less

supportive ofpower and control. Practical implications ofthis study in relation to SE and

AE suggest that AE has a wide impact based on the study findings of different

characteristics of adventure programs available. There were 17 characteristics that were

identified to be valuable to subjects in an AE treatment. This implies that AE could have

a very broad impact on students' attitudes toward physical education.

In the previous study a varied list of characteristics were created to describe AE

that are valued by people, but it is necessary to examine how AE can influence at-risk

youth behavior. A study by Cross (2002) examinedthe effect ofAE on alienation and

control among at-risk youth. The study eXaIIlinedwhether a five day rock climbing

intervention would affect student sense ofbelonging or alienation, and control over their

lives. The subjects were 17 students betweellthe ages of 12 to 19. The 17 subjects in the

experimental group of rock climbing with at-risk students were matched with 17 other

subjects as a control group. Subjects were given two presurveys before the study and two

postsurveys at the end to measure alienation and control. The results indicated that the

subjects in the experimental group were less alienated than the control group at the end of
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the treatment. Also, the subjects in the experimental group showed greater control over

their lives compared to the control group at the end of treatment. This study has practical

implications to the current investigation because it demonstrates the positive influence

that AE can have on people by enhancing sense ofbelonging and control over one's life.

The findings suggest that after experiencing an j\E c;urriculum l:l.lllorepositive

disposition toward physical education could be present among students.

The findings from the previous study by Cross (2002) that at-risk youth had a

lower sense~ofalienation and greater sense Qfc;ontroLare ofgreat significanc;e. The next

study examined student self-perception ofpartkipation directly after an adventure trip

and then a couple months later to see ifthe .same. results existed. The purpose of the

research by Garst,Scheider, and Baker(ZOOl} was toanalyze the influence of

participation in an outdoor adventure trip on self-perqeptionimmedil:l.tely afterthe trip

and then four months after the trip. Asec;on<ipurposeof the study was. to determine if

influences from thett1ptransferredto subject's home-life.Su.bjects illthisstu.dywefe58--------~·-~

adolescent that participated in an outdoora<iventuretripin the summer of199T(Garst et

aI., 2001). The methods and proc;ed-ureswereapreandimme<iiate posttest along with.4

month posttest questionnaires that looke<iatprevious adventure trips and reasons for

participation.

Quantitative and qualitative results indicated that there was an increase in

acceptance among peers from the beginning pretest to the posttest. The duration and

intensity along with challenges created caused behavior change in subjects. Due to the

constant social interactions that occurred consistently on the trip, subjects were able to

establish greater peer relationships. Another interesting result was how the trip improved
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listening skills and increased anger control which affected subject's home life.

Implications for the current study are based on information that showed the positive

social impact that AE had on the subjects. If AE can improve student's social acceptance

and social ill1(::ractioll wHhthdr peers ifwould "be I11valuable in aphysical education

curriculum. With the current state oftea§ing and bullying inschools an ARunit within

the curriculum could have a profound impact to change students'attitudes toward

physical education while also teaching students valuablesocial skill.

Knowing students self-perception was a valuable study by Garst etal. (2001), but

research by Gehris thatexamines the quantitative and qualitative effects of adventure

education on high school students will provide further insight. The purpose of the

research conducted by Gehris (2007) was to determine if there were differences in

student's physical self-concept after the experience, differences in physical fitness after

the experience, changes in self-esteem, and subject's beliefs ofthe effects ofthe

adventure education experience. The subjects were 54 10th grade students in a major city

in the Mid Atlantic U.S. They were in one of three classes: adventure education,

wellness, and fitness. Quantitative methods were utilized to gather data on the effect of

adventure education on self-esteem by usingthe RSES Likert scale, physical fitness by

using the fitness gram, andself"conceptbyusingthePSDQ test (Gehris, 2007). Student's

beliefs regarding the effects of adventure .education were gathered using the qualitative

methods of interviews and observations (Gehris, 2007).

Quantitative results from the rl;':§l;':Cll"fll 1JyGehris (2007).found nQeffe.ct on the

physical self-concept and physical fitness measures: AE and wellness groups showed

higher levels of self-esteem compared to the health group (Gehris, 2007). There was no
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difference found between the wellness and adventure groups. Qualitative results from the

data uncovered nine themes which were:

AE evokes feelings, AE affords opportunities to learn new skills, to be physically
active, and to be successful as anon-athlete, AE is physically demanding, AE
involves building relationships, AEpromotes self-awareness, AE instills self
confidence, AE requires critic.a.lthi11king, the physical demandsof.A.Eincrease
self awareness, and the physical demands of AE increase self-confidence. (pg.
187)

The qualitative results from the research by Gehris (2007) have practical implications for

this study. The outcomes that AE can create leads to the possibility of students' attitudes

toward physical education to be more positive after anAE exposure. Moreresearch

be conducted to deterl11ine if students'attitudes toward physical education is more

positive after experiencing an AE unit

Sport Education

It is important to Ul1derstandthe processofSE to be able to comprehend past

studies on SE and their implications. A sport education curriculum consists of seasons,

affiliation? formal competition, record keeping, and a culminating event (Siedentop,

Hastie, & Van Der Mars 2004). Siedentop et al. (2004), argue that by using all features

within SE allow students to experienc~atru.esport context which provides unique

meaning for participants. The SE seas6fiallows for students to gain enough experience

with the current sport and last two to three times longer than typical physical education

units. As Siedentop et al. (2004), expla.iJ,1,

Sport education seasons areloJ,1ger than typical PE units because students have
more to learn such as techniques, tactics, refereeing, scoreke~ing, and other
roles which causes it to take more time for them to become competent game
players where their performC\,J:lce level is such that they enjoy the games, gain
confidence, and want to learn and improve even more. (pg. 5)
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The longer seasons enable students to practice more in order to become more competent

as a player as well as learn other aspects ofthe sport. An example would be learning the

rules while experiencing a different role such as areferee. Another important

development th.at the SE cllrricull1111 creates isfeam affiliation due to students being on

the same team for at least one whole season. This causes students to interact and work

together as ateam to work toward a COmmOIl goal. This can create problems with teams

when they are given the autonomy asa team to determine roles as Siedentop et al. (2004),

explain:

Team membership creates enthusiasm and support but will inevitably create
problems among members ofsome teams. It is working through these problems
of relationships and responsibilities that children and youth grow and mature.
(pg.6)

Students develop and mature throughtheSEexperienpedueto the interactions thatthey

experience with their teammates in order to resolvec.onflictandJearnhowtoeffectively

communicate with each other. Formal competitions are used withinthe SE model to

define the sport season and teams are informed when and how competitions will run in

order to provide each team with information so they can organize their practices

accordingly. The culminatingeventwithintheSEcurriculum allows for students to

celebrate their success of the season; This usually occurs with a tournament at the end of

the season that celebrates teams and theirsuccess. Record keeping is important during the

SE season because it provides motivation andfeedback to teams and individuals on what

. they are doing well and where they need improvement. Statistics and record keeping can

inform the team coach what the tea1l1 n~e4s to work on collectively in practice in order to

become better. The central goal of theSE model as described by Siedentop et al.. (2004),

"Teaches students to be competent, literate, and enthusiastic sporlspersons (pg. 7)". A
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competent sportsperson has adequate skills to participate in games, knows and can

demonstrate strategies associated with the game, and is a knowledgeable player of the

game (Siedentop et aI., 2004). A literate sportsperson knows right and wrong in the sport,

values and uriderstarids therllies traditio11s a11drituals of the sport, and is a more able

participant of the sport (Siedentop et aI., 2004). An enthusiastic sportsperson participates

in sport in order to e11hance and protect the tradition through proper behavior so that the

values can be passed down to others (Siedentop et aI., 2004). They are also involved with

sport and promoting it within the community (Siedentop et aI., 2004). The SE curriculum

has 10 objectives which Siedentop et aI. (2004) explain are:

Developing sport specific techniques and fitness, be able to appreciate and
execute sport specific strategy, to parlicipateat a developmentally appropriate
level, share in the planning and administration of sport experiences, provide
responsible leadership, work effectively in a group toward. a common goal,
appreciate the rituals and conventions that give sports their unique meaning,
develop the capacity to makereasoned d~cisions about sport congems, develop
and apply knowledge about umpiring, refereeing, and training, and to become
involvedjllSpQtl~fi~X-S_<L.llQoland Q1!.1side_9J~(;110()I.(pg.9-12)

The SE curriculum provides students with a unique experience of sport that allows them

to truly appreciate the total sport atmosphere. Siedentop et aI. (2004), express the

importance to slowly incorporate the SE curriculum because it can be quite a change and

challenge for students. By slowly incorporatingSE students will be able to go through a

more authentic sport experience where they will have to understand the different roles

within sport education. The experience of SE differs from sport based physical education

as Kirk (2004), explains:

Young people have opportl.iIlitiesto become authentic participants in the
community of sport practicesinaformthat is educationally and morally sound.
By reproducing a form of sport practice in schools that closely matches the best
aspects of sport as a practice beyondthe school, transfer of learning is, in
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curriculum that will be crucial to the current investigation. Similar to AE there is not

To better understand students' attitudes toward SE within physical education the

Students' Attitudes Toward Sport Education

theory at least, likely to be much stronger than it is with the currently dominant
sport based physical education. (pg. 193)

Kirk presents a unique perspective that SE may create an easier transfer of learning

which can lead to a life ofphysical activity. This suggests that the inclusion ofSE within

the physical education curriculum can impact students in a positive manner. For this

allows for the instruction to move from teacher centered to student centered where the

toward physical education based onthe social autonomy that is created for students. SE

students obtain more responsibility of their own learning. More investigation must be

Another variable that will be used to examine students' attitudes is the SE

reason, it is important to understand the influence that SE has on students' attitudes

research exists that analyzes the impact SE has on students' roles, social behavior, and

and considered.

much research that distinctlyaddresses studentsLattitudes"toward SE. However;;much-------~------_·-

made to understand students' attitudes and feelings toward the SE curriculum experience.

motivation. These studies provide evidence ofhow SE

curriculum, therefore it is imperati.v.e. th.at past st.u...d.. i.. e.s. and their implications be analyzed
....................................... "., .•.•.•...n.' __ ......•....•.•... , ..•.". . .

behavior and attitude. The research question for this topic strictly addresses SE within the

are created by this curriculum. In a study by Hastie (1996) the purpose was to determine

perceptions of students must be examined based on what they think about the roles that

the level of student engagement in the SE roles, how these roles affect performance and



student performance of the role of coach during the unit. The subjects in the study

consisted of37 males in a middle school in Alabama. The fact that the subjects were all

boys has implications on the present study because the subjects are in a coeducational

environment. The methods used to c()llecfdata were through two video tapes of students.

One was used for student behavior andthe other recorded the audio of students' social

interactions. Questionnaires were also given to subjects throughout the unit and at the end

of the unit interviews were conducted to obtain qualitative data. Subjects were asked

, specific questions within the questionnaires such as their role for that day, their likes and

dislikes of the role, if they took their nonplaying role seriously, the format of the unit, and

if they liked being on the same team every day (Hastie, 1996).

The results from the methods used on the subjectstliroughout the unit focused on

subject engagement, roles (coach, statistician, referee, etc'),dl'lld social interactions by

subjects. Subject engagement increased as the SE sea~on progressed, which showed a

decrease in off-task behavior. The roles that subjects were assigned each c1asshadaii

impact because they took them seriously and enjoyed the challenges of the new

responsibility. The accuracy of subjects within roles increased with more practice

throughout the unit, which showed a high level of subjects taking their role seriously and

being on-task. The subjects'interactions suggested they preferred the student coach

compared to the teacher in leading them in instruction. Some of their rationale for this

beliefwas due to the student coach being at the same level as the players compared to the

teacher. There are numerous practical implication.s related to the present study. This study

was conducted in a male only class whereas the present study will be done in a

. coeducational setting. This could impact subject's engagement; roles, and social
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interactions. Implications that have meaning to the present study are the positive results

in terms of subject's engagement, roles, and social interactions with the implementation

on the SE unit. This demonstrates the possibility of the SE unit to have an impact on

students' attitudes toward physical education. Fo! this reason the present study will

examine the impact of a SE unit on students'attitudes toward physical education.

It was important to examine howthe roles within a SE unit impacts subjects, but

in another study by Carlson and Hastie (1997) the purpose was to analyze the student

social system as it occurred in units ofSE.This study further examined the social

interactions and their development within a unit ofSE. The subjects consisted of88

participants from a high school in Australia. Unlike the past study the subjects were in a

coeducational environment which has practical· implications to this study. The methods

used to gather data in the study were from videotape ofsubjects, field notes on subjects,

and the students and teachers perspective of the SE units. These methods were used in

order to establish the social interactions that occur among subjects within a competitive

SE unit.

The results from the methods used inthe study implicated that social interaction

was very important but different withinaSEunitcompared to other units in terms of

subject's interactions. Student roles and making uncovered five subcategories

from the data collection which were: leadership responsibilities, refereeing

responsibilities, changing perceptions of roles, abuse of privileges, and students'

preference for student coaches (Carlsoll §cBastie, 1997). Subjects showed a positive

response to the SEunits and theirteadershipresponsibilities, which was reported by their

teachers. When given the refereeing responsibilities subjects were under intense pressure
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at times due to the calls that they had to make, but overall they reported a positive

experience due to being in power and control. Some subjects found it difficult to change

roles from a player to a referee, coach, statistician,.etc. The main reason for this change

was due to subjeCts feeliriglhe l'()wefcharige6fbeitig in controloftheir peers. Most of

the subjects found this change to be apositiye experience. Some sllbjects.apUsedtheir

privileges ofpower and control in their roles as referee, captain, coach,etc.Bven thOllgh

these negative comrrients occurred muchless frequently than positive comments a

balance was seen when the coach had problem a problem with a player, butthe team

captain resolved the issue.

Like the study by Hastie (1996) similar findings in this study for subjects

preferred to have themselves be the coach andJeadtheir teamin instruction instead of the

teacher telling them what to do. Learning results from this study focused .on physical skill

development, applying skills in a game, increasedunderstanding of the rules, and social

development. In regards to learning, lower skilled students responded thattl1e)'l1acl.@

increase in skill development from the SE experience. Coaches. and .captains expressed

the improved skills of their team. Many.subjectsimpliedtha.ttheir improved skillwas

due to the greater amount of attention they wer~givenhytheir pe~rs in theSE llmt. Since

SE does not focus as much on skill practice but on formal competitionsllbjects felt that

they were able to apply their skills toa game situation. Having subjects play the role of

referee and making players abide by the rules allowed for an increased understanding.

Personal and social development was .seen among subjects in this study by data

showing that affective outcomes were being achieved (Carlson & Hastie, 1997).

Participants reported that the increased number of days in the SE unit allowed time to
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develop skill, teamwork and affiliation,team strategies, coaching skills, and time to .

socialize at a different level than in other units (Carlson & Hastie, 1997). Implications

related to this study that have suggestions for the present study are the numerous positive

findings of the SE unit. The present study seeks to explore students' attitudes toward

physical education after exposure to aSEunit.Dueto alLofthe positiveinteractions of

the subjects in this study with their different roles and the shift ofpower fromthe teacher

to students it is necessary to measurestudents'attitudestoward physical education after

exposure to SE.

The results from this study indicated that the subjects within the SE unit reported

higher enjoyment and effort than the subjects taught with the other method. The SE

curriculum model effectively broughtl1QQlJtp9sitivechanges in the students' perceptions

of a sport-based physical educa.tioIl. program (Wallhead & Ntoumanis, 2004). Post

intervention task-involving climate significantly predicted enjoyment, perceived effort,
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and perceived competence, supporting the hypothesis (Wallhead & NtoUl;nanis, 2004). SE

offered subjects greater autonomy, which created a curriculum where they felt

empowered to fully engage and therefore valuethe game playand teambuildingwhile it

also created a feeling of competence in various sport activities. The practical implications

ofthis study relate to the present study, which is comparingstudents'attitudestoward

physical educationbased on participation in a SE and AEunit. The findings from this

study implied that the SE unit created a sense of autonomy, enjoyment, and higher effort.

This study has implications for students' attitudes toward physical education when

exposed to a SE unit because it suggests that they would be positive based on the findings

compared to a traditional sport model. However, more research needs to be conducted to

see if the same effect will be seen when comparing a SE unit to an AE unit.

Examining the effect of SE and a traditional sport unit on students is imperative,

but a study by Hastie and Sharpe (1999) examined the changes ofpositive social

behaviors of at-risk students in a SE unit. The subjects within the study were 20 male

students from a southern rural school. Methods usedfor data collection in the study were

through video tape. Two videos were used:apresshoxvideo camerarecodedthewhole

class, while a second video was used on the sideline hyastudent. A microphone was

always worn by the refereetoallowforstudentco11imentsto be recorded on the video. A

questionnaire was also used to collectdatausing a Likert scale ranging from never to

always and was used to measure subject's character and positive social behavior. The

results from the study indicated changesil1. subjeCts' compliant behaviortogether with the

number of respective increases and decreases in interpersonal positive and negative

interactions. This supports the view that a curriculum model that places specific positive
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social actions in the foreground can effect change in student positive social behaviors

(Hastie & Sharpe, 1999). The practical implications from this study suggest that positive

student behaviors can result from the implementation of a SEunit. However, the subjects

were not in a coeducational setting which could have implications for the present study. It

is necessary to understand if a coeducational SE unit will affect students 'attitudes toward

physical education.

The findings by Hastie and Sharpe (l999) proved significant to the field of

physical education because it examinedstudents'experience with SEfor male students.

However, a study by MacPhail, Gorely, Kirk, and Kinchin (2008) explored coeducational

students' experiences of fun and enjoyment during a SEseason. The purpose ofthe

research by MacPhail et ai. (2008) was to understand students'fun toward SE,

specifically being part of a team, autonomy, competition and winning, and improvement

in game play. The subjects for the study were 76 students from fifth grade enrolled in

three classes in the Midlands ofEngland. The methods for the research were teaching

students once a week a 90 minute SE lesson. There were 10.total SE teams between the

three classes. Each team was coeducational and had mixed ability students. TWoteach.ets

along with the head teacher were involved with the research. and were introduced to the

SE curriculum by the researchers becauseth.eyhadno backgroundteaching the

curriculum and there were no physical education teachers at the scho.ol.A1:l inva.sion

game adapted from netball and basketpall was chosen for the season (MacPhail et aI.,

2008). Data collection for the research was conducted through interviews and

questionnaires. Teachers accommodated to the researchers when scheduling interviews

with students and teachers. Students were selected randomly for the interviews and were
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recorded and later transcribed. Within the interview, labels were attached to segments of

discussion and related themes that emerged Were sorted (MacPhail et aI., 2008). Students

were asked to complete a questionnaire thatconsisted of enjoyment measures, perceived

competence, achievement goalonelltati()ll,and intrinsic/extrinsic motivation (MacPhail

et aI., 2008).

Findings inthe study by MacPhail et ai. (2008) found that students in the SE

model based on the interview data had a fun and enjoyable time. The questionnaire also

found positive feelings toward SE. However, the score did not differ from the pretest over

the previous physical education program (MacPhail et aI., 2008). Another important

outcome found in the study was the importance of students gaining new friendships and

learning more about teammates. Students realized the. individual differences of the team

strengthened its performance (MacPhail et aI., 2008). The study also found that students

enjoyed the autonomy that was created by theSE curriculum based on the different roles

that students could perform. Similarto past research, students believed they were better at

physical education after the SE experience.·The practical implication from this research is

relates to the present study because it demonstrates the positive outcomes associated with

a SE experience in a coeducational setting. The positive outcomes such as student fun

and enjoyment should imply a morepositiveattitllde toward physical education.

However, more investigation must be done to truly understand students' attitudes toward

physical education when experiencing a SE season.

In a study similar to MacPhail~t llL(~008), Brock (2002) examined students'

social interactions during a coeducational unit of SE. The study had many hypotheses in

which it tried to discover a better understanding about the interactions of students during
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a unit of SE. The researcher looked to: determine the interactions of students on a team,

what students had dominant roles, how decision were made among the team, students

feelings about the SE unit, emotional and physical behaviors that were seenin individuals

during practice and competitions, social characteristics/skilllevellprevious sport

experiences effects on student participation, student behaviors and interactions with other

students during the unit, and a comparison of SE to their other sport experiences outside

of class (Brock, 2002). The subjects for theresearch consisted of 10 elementary physical

education students. The teacher and students wereselectedba.sed on their previous

exposure to the SE model. The teacher and students had already been through a unit of

SE so they were familiar with the material and the researcher did not need to worry about

the data being skewed due to lack of experience by the teacher. The methods of data

collection were by means of questionnaires, videotaping and observation oflessolls,

interviews, and student journals.

Results from the study by Brock (2002) found that students with the best grades

or physical ability were not put into the leadership roles among their team but the

students that were most popular were given leadership roles in the SE unit. Students

within the study identified economic status, attractiveness, athletic involvement, and

personality as the key determinant factors for student status (Brock, 2002). Students with

higher status were found by Brock (2002) to have more influence over the decision

making during the SE unit. In the study two female students with high status dominated

the SE unit by imposing their way while notlistenillg to or considering other students and

their opinions and views. Due to student status the SE curriculum does not allow for all

students to be involved in making decisions about the sport unit. By not allowing all
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students' voices to be head Brock (2002) explains that we could be incorporating the elite

sport mo.del with only the students ofhigh status making the sport decisions instead of all

students being involved in the process which is the goal of the sport education model.

Gender in thissttidy ha.s an irllpad ohthe alliooot ofplaying time for students.

Specifically, male students had mote playing time in the SEunit than the female students.

The amount of playing time for male students increased even more during formal

competitions in the SE unit where the outcome ofthe games decided what teams would

play for the championship. Certain positions with greater>value to the team such as a

goalie were given more value during the formal competition as teams would tend to put

the most athletic players in those positions and not rotate as much to gain a competitive

advantage. The practical implication of this study in relation to the present study

examines the impact that a student's status can have on other students and whether it will

affect students' attitudes toward physical education after a SE unit. Also to be determined

is if students' attitudes towardphysicaL-education...afteLexposure to .1lSE llnitwillQe

affected by students of status in power positions that determine playing time among the

team. The makeup of the students within the class can have a significant impact on

whether students will listen to each other on the team or just to those who have high

status in the school.

Summary and Conclusions

The past studies regarding students' attitudes toward physical education provide

an excellent background ofinformation that emphasizes the need to conduct the present

study. One study in particular by Luke and Sinclair (1991) found the curriculum content

to be the highest rated indicator ofpositive attitudes toward physical education between
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both males and females. Physical education has lost its influence over many students due

to the lack of change within school curriculum. Physical education departments maintain

the same curriculum with the same games and students become easily bored and

disinterested.parerifsofstuderits have ariimpact on what they perceive is the importance

of physical education within the curriculum. A study conducted by Tannehill,Romar,

O'Sullivan, England, and Rosenberg (1994) found that parent support ofphysical

education as a requirement for graduationwas notstrong, but recognized its importance

to their child's education. This finding represents the need for physical educators to work

on constantly changing the curriculum in order for students and parents to believe that

physical education is important to be included within the curriculum.

The studies presented indicated the impact a SE and AE model can have on

students. While not many studies specifically measure students' attitudes toward SE and

AE units there are other studies that demonstrate the impact that both units can have on

students. Many of the studies talk the positive social outcomes that occur

students being exposed to SE and AE units. For example, students were found to have

better social interactions and be in better control of their anger after experiencing an AE

unit. An example in the SE unit would be students f~eling that they improved in their

skills while learning the rules and strategies based on their social interactions with their

peers. None of the studies addressed any negative outcomes of students when

implementing SE and AE units. Due to the studies of SEand AE units and the positive

student outcomes it is necessary to know the impact that SE and AE units have on

students' attitudes toward physical education.
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Despite all of the infonnation on the positive attitude outcomes that are

associated with physical activity there are some negative attitudes that students express.

Carlson (1995) examined high schoolstudents'negative attitudes toward physical

education arid fourid that some students did not feel physical education filled a need in

their lives and consequently did not findityaluable.A lack of student input gave some

students a feeling of powerlessness thereby making them feel as though they did not have

any control over what happened in the gy.tIll1asium (Bibik et aI., 2007). Not all students

will enjoy physical education but it is necessary to try'to create a positive leatIling

environment in an attemptto foster the atmosphere that is required for student learning to

occur. It is important to understand the past studies ofstudents, attitudes both positive

and negative toward physical education because it helpsc;onfinn the impact the

curriculum has had on students' attitudes.Companrigsfuderits'attitudestoWafdphysi¢al

education based on participation in AE or SE would provide further knowledge ofwhat

students prefer within thecurriculurn.-lLis-necessaryAointe:rpret·.studies pf.stugents'_._ ~ ,_l

attitudes toward physical education, AE, and SE in order to gain further insight.
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CHAPTER III

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Introduction

This section provides a description ofhow the methods and procedures were

organized andused in this study. The subjects, instruments, procedures, sport education,

adventure education and design and analysis are discussed in detail. The purpose of the

study was to examine differences in students' attitudes toward sport education and

adventure education in high school physical education. Two separate freshmen physical

education classes were usedinthe~study:-'fheyhoth-receiveda sport education unit and

an adventure education unit. The subjects were from one western Wisconsin high school

enrolled in a physical education class during the third quarter of the 2008-09 school

Participants

Subjects for the study were two classes. Class one consisted of23 subjects (group 1) and

classtwo had 18 (group 2) subjects which were high school students in 9th grade (ages 14

to 15). The rationale for using this sample was that the students at this high school were

exposed to adventure education and sport education units. The researcher provided the

students with voluntary informed consent and assent fOrIIls to obtain parental consent.

The consent form ensured the confidentiality of subjects' personal information. The
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measure students' attitudes tr.\X'<:lrrl

researcher had access to students' ID

The instrument that was used in

Instrumentation

intervention of the different units..

data was collected. This instrument used a five point Likert scale which asked specific

Silverman (2000). Permission to usethe instrument was obtained from the authors before

physical education was an instrument that was <leveloped by Subramaniarn and
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use of student ID numbers on the survey.

numbers in order to compare students' pretest rt::::;Ull::;

researcher also obtained school districtand University Institutional Review Board

approval prior to beginning the study. There were no costs for participants and they did

not receive compensation. Confidentiality of the student's identity was maintained by the

of this instrument was()1Jta.iIl~<!J:)y_I(L~J2._.erts in the field.... of.. sP.. o.rt pe.dagogy.wh0.. were in
~.-----.•_-__._••••.•.... , , " "" ..,." , ....•..",'""",,- ".' , "" M .._._.,·_.,.·., ••"._••••~••••,.__ ~~ ". "_._~_,

questions to measure students' attitudes toward physical education. The content validity

education (Subramaniarn & Silverman, 2000). Reliability was established by using the

agreement with the instrument's success to measure students' attitudes towar<lph.ysical

three represented uncertain, two representeddisagree,and one represented strongly

disagree. Questions on the survey asked aboutthe physical educator, games played,

instrument on 995 middle school students (Subramaniarn& Silverman, 2000).

scale ranged from one to five: five represeiite<lstfoiiglyagtee, four represented agree,

learning gained for subjects.



Procedures

One group of subjects in this study experienced a 10 day sport education unit of

basketball, while the second group experienced a 10 day adventure education unit. Before

this first unit began, subjects completed theSubramaniam and Silverman (2000) survey

as a pretest of subjects' attitudes toward physical education. At the end of the 1odays the

subjects ofboth units then participated in alOdayunit on weight training and fitness and

afterward were given the same survey. The weight training and fitness unit was utilized

in the middle of the study in order to create a time gap for both classes to rpnlH'p

effects of the first units. Finally, subjects received whatever unit that they did not

experience for the first unit. For example, if the subjects had initially participated in the

sport education unit they would subsequently participate in an adventure education unit.

At the end of the unit, the subjects again filled out theSubramaniamand Silverman

(2000) survey. A copy ofthe instrument was passed out to the subjects and the instructor

read aloud the directions to provide clarity. After the subjects completed the survey they

were instructed to place them in a manila envelope in front of the gym to maintain

confidentiality.

The sport education model was titilizediri this stUdy to determine if it affects

students' attitudes toward physical education. Subjects were given responsibilities of

team captain/coach, and statistician. For the first two days of the unit, the teacher

provided subjects with instruction on the basic fundamentals ofbasketball. On the first

day of class, the instructor provided the subjects with an explanation of sport education

and allowed subjects to select team captains/coaches. The team captain/coach then

selected their team members with the teacher in a secret ballot outside of class time. The
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The adventure education unit was also used in this study to determine if it affected

students' attitudes toward physical education. In the adventure education unit,the

subjects experienced the six stages ofadventure education: acquaintance activities, ice

breakers, communication, problem solving, trust, and low elements. This experience for

subjects culminated with the use ofthe climbing wall. Acquaintance activities allowed

for subjects to get to know others in the group through socialization activities. Ice

breakers were used for instant activity \Vlli~1l(;t~l:l.t~4a sense of urgency in a situation

where there was neither a winrief Ii6f16sef 6fa game. Communication activities helped

subjects to use effective verbal communicationand also realize all ofthe non-verbal ways

to communicate such as writing a message, using body language and hand si~als.

Problem solving taughtsubjects the process of solving problems and transferring what

was learned to other aspects oftheir life. Trust activities taught subjects to trust

themselves in order to trust each other. Some of the trust activities required the teacher to

team captain/coach for each team was responsible for making sure that each player had a

. chance to be a statistician for a day during the unitfor the preseason competitions and

playoffs. After the first two lessons by the instructor, the team captain/coach was

responsible for providing the next two lessolls team to getprepared for the

preseason competitions. The teacher assisted coaches ifthey needed help•implementing

practice strategies. Before each preseason, tournament, and playoff competition the team

captain/coach organized a warm-up forfheirteam.Thesubjects.competedinaround

robin tournament. For the championship, the two teamswith the best record played

against each other and the 3rd
, 4th

, 5th,and 6th place teams played for 3rd and 5th place.

Subjects had an awards ceremony and selected most improved player from their team.
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survey before exposure to separate

gIVen the same survey

and fitness unit and received

whatever unit they did not have for the first 10 days and were given the same survey.

make sure that subjects followed safety procedures for spotting. Low elements were

activities that required the group to work together to solve a problem. Spotting was

critical on certain elements in order to maintain safety. The subjects did not need to

learn belaying skills or knots for the climbing wall because they were belayed by the

teacher and others that

wall experience were conducted

were debriefed and asked qUt~Stil:>llS

adventure education.



Table 1. Unit sequence for each class during the study with pretest and posttests

Statistical Analysis of Data

For this study a factor analysis was used from similar research conducted by

Hicks (2004) which utilized a survey by Subramaniamand Silverman (2000). The three

factors within the survey that were identified were the teacher, curriculum usefulness, and

curriculum enjoyment. These three factor scores were computed for each student, each

time that they took the survey. Repeated measures analysis ofvariance (ANOVA) was

performed to determine if differencese:xistedbetween the two classes.. Since differences

were found to exist, post hoc repeated measures models were fit to each class

individually to look for effects ofthe instructional units. A significance level of a = .05

was used in all statistical analyses.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Introduction

The purpose ofthis study was to compare high school freshmen students'

attitudes toward physical education after being exposed toa sport education, fitness and

adventure education curriculum. Two physical education classes were used in this study.

Class one completed an adventure education unit followed by a fitness unit and then a

sport education unit. Class two completed a sport education unit followed by a fitness

unit and then anadventureeducation~unit.-:rhis-chapterpresentsthe results and discussion

obtained from the subjects' presurvey, post adventure education survey, post fitness

survey, and post sport education survey. A factor analysis conducted by Hicks (2004)

from the survey by Subramaniam and Silverman (2000) was utilized. Repeated measures

ANOVA was performed to determine ifdifferences existed between the two classes and

between the four survey time points.

Survey Results

When performing the repeated measures ANQYA the assumption of sphericity was not

met. To accommodate for this, the altemativeGreenhouse-Geisser degrees of freedom

were used. All three factors measured the survey, which included attitude toward
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teacher, curriculum usefulness and curriculumenjoyrnent, showed significant change

across the survey time points with p-values of.002for teacher,.013 for curriculum

usefulness, and .002 for curriculum enjoytIlenLWhenlooking at students' attitudes and

the class interaction values, p-values of .005forteacher, .006 for curriculum usefulness,

and .007 for curriculum enjoyrnentwereJol.lhd. This suggests that thech(;\}1gesseen in

student attitudes across the various ti111epoints thatthe sUrVey was administered differ

significantly between the two classes; A testofthe between subjects effeCtlookedatthe

independent variable of class. The tests forcompanngthetwo classes showedthat

students' attitude toward the teacher, curriculum usefulness, and curriculumenjoyrnent

were all not significant with p-values of .501, .. 168, and .543, respectively. Since there

were significant interaction effects between class and survey administration time points,

further investigation was conducted for both of the classes.

Class One

TabletwoshowsthepretestJo:W-ffie-an_S_CQI.~H)f3.6anda high lllealls(;()l'~()f}·~~__ . _' _-_. - _ ..===>=

after the sport education unit posttest. For class one, a comparison ofpretest to post sport

education attitudinal scores found no significant differences. This is supported by looking

at the pretest and post sport educationttieansWruch demonstrate little difference at all

among the three factors.
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unit.

.896

.860

.001 *

.005*

.001*

P-values

P-values

Post Sport Ed.
MeaJls (~) & SD

I-t 3.0 I SD .650
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I-t 3.25 I SD ~344

W3.16 I SD .430

Post Fitness Means
(~) &SD

SD .653 I ~ 3.76 I SD .665

(~) & SO

Pretest Means

Pretest Means

(I-t) & SD

I-t 3.8

I-t 3.6 I SD .775 I ~ 3.58 I SD .767

~ 3.6 I SD .775

I-t 3.8 I SD .653

I-t 3.87 I SD .617 T1.13.85 I SD .653

~ 3.87 I SD .617

3.25 after the fitness unit posttest. The class one pretest vs. post fitness scores has a

Teach

Table three shows the pretest low mean score of 3.6 and a high mean score of

fitness means a significant difference occurs with the scores dropping after. the fitness

significant difference in all three attitudinal scores. When looking at the pretest and post

Three Factors

Teach

Three Factors

Cur. Enjoyment

Cur. Usefulness

Cur. Usefulness

Cur. Enjoyment

and posttest sport education means and standard deviations for the three factors.

Table 2. Class one P-values as well as pretest means and standard deviations for the three factors

and posttest fitness means and standard deviations for the three factors.

Table 3. Class one P-values as well as pretest means

*= significant difference (p<.05)



Table four shows the pretest low mean score of3.6 and a high mean score of 3.46

after the adventure education unit posttest. There were significant differences between

pretest and post adventure education attitudinal scores in the three factors for class one.

Similar to the fitness means, the adventure education meanscores decreased from pretest

in the three factors to posttest after the adventure education unit was taught.

Table 4. Class one P-values as well as pretest means and standard deviations for the three factors

and posttest adventure education means and standard deviations for the three factors.

Three Factors Pretest Means Post Adv. Ed. P-values

(fl) & SD
Means (fl) & SD

Teach fl 3.8 SD .653 fl 3.40 SD .510 . .001*

Cur. Usefulness fl 3.6 SD .775 fl 2.98 SD .553 .000*

Cur. Enjoyment fl 3.87 SD .617 fl 3.46 SD .490 .021 *

*= significant difference (p<.05)

Class Two

The table below represents class two and their attitudes toward the three factors

when exposed to the sport education unit. Table five shows the pretest low mean score of

3.38 and a high mean score of3.84 after the sport education unit posttest. None ofthe P-

values were significant which is obvious by the small differences between the pretest and

posttest. The means for the three factors did show a small increase from pretest to posttest

after students experienced a sport education unit.
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Table 5. Class two P-values as well as pretest means and standard deviations for the three factors

and posttest sport education means and standard deviations for the three factors.

Three Factors Pretest Means Post Sport Ed. P-values

(Il) & SD
Means (Il) & SD

.....

Teach Il 3.52 SD .574 Il 3.72 SD.595 .197

Cur. Usefulness Il 3.38 SD .557 Il 3.65 SD.692 .054

Cur. Enjoyment Il 3.57 SD .489 Il 3.84 SD .719 '~087

Table six shows the pretestlow mean score of3.38 and a high mean score of3.5

after the fitness unit posttest. The fitness P-values for class two were also not significant.

When looking at the means it is evident that there was not much change from pretest to

posttest after students experienced a fitness unit.

Table 6. Class two P-values as well as pretest means and standard deviations for the three factors

and posttest fitness means and standard deviations for the three factors.

Three Factors Pretest Means Post Fitness Means P-values

(Il) & SD
(Il) &SD

Teach Il 3.52 SD .574 Il 3.5 SD .639 .913

Cur. Usefulness Il 3.38 SD .557 3:4 SD;796 .876

Cur. Enjoyment Il 3.57 SD .489 Il 3.67 SD .567 .401

Table seven shows the pretest low mean score of3.38 and a high mean score of3.78

after the adventure education unit posttest.Ihe adventure education P-values were also
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and posttest adventure education means and standard deviations for the three factors.

--Teaching
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not significant for class two. When looking at the means for all factors they slightly

increased from pretest to posttest after students.experienced an adventure education unit.

Figure 1. Pretest and Posttest scores between both classes

Table 7. Class two P-values as well as pretest means and standard deviations for the three factors

Three Factors Pretest Means Post Adv. Ed. Means P-values

(tt) &SD
(tt) & SD

Teach tt 3.52 SD .574 tt 3.78 SD .663 .061

Cur. Usefulness tt 3.38 SD .557 tt 3.67 SD.870 .071

Cur. Enjoyment tt 3.57 SD .489 tt 3.66 SD .638 .454



Discussion

The hypothesis of this study stated that there would be no difference in students'

attitudes between the two classes after experiencing an adventure education and sport

education unit. After running the repeated measures ANOVA ofthe three different

attitudinal factors for both classes, the test ofbetween subject effects showed no

significant differences for the teacher (P=.501), curriculum usefulness (P=.168), and

curriculum enjoyment (P=.543). This indicates that when averaging across the four

survey time points, there is no significant difference between the two classes. However,

when considering the survey time points individually - pretest, adventure education,

sport education, and fitness - there were some significant differences between the two

classes. Class one had significant differences for the teacher (P=.001), curriculum

usefulness (P=.005) and enjoyment (P=.OOl) after the fitness posttest. The mean teaching

score for the pretest was 3.8 which dropped to 3.2 after the fitness unit. The pretest for

curriculum usefulness ha<Iimeaii-or3.6 ancfaRer-ihe fitness unit this droppedto amean

of3.0. The pretest for curriculum enjoyment had a mean of3.87 and after the fitness unit

it dropped to a mean of 3.2. These findings of students' attitudes toward fitness are

supported in a study by Bibik et. al. (2007), which found that the activity students liked

the least was running and supports the low scores for fitness in this study.

For the adventure curriculum posttest there were again significant differences

from the pretest means in class one for the teacher (P=.OOl), curriculum usefulness

(P=.OOO) and enjoyment (P=.02l) scoreS. The mean teaching score for the pretest was 3.8

which dropped to 3.4 after the adventure education unit. The pretest for curriculum

usefulness had a mean of3.6 and after the adventure education unit this dropped to a
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mean of2.97. The pretest for curriculum enjoyment had a mean score of3.87 but after

experiencing the adventure education unit the mean score dropped to 3.47.

While there were significant differencesforcla.ss one compared to class two in

the posttest for the fitnesS and adventure education units, both classes showed no

significant differences among the three factors for the sport education unit. Other studies

also have discovered that students prefer a sport experience over others that are available.

Bibik et. al. (2007), found similar results where students prefer specific sports and games.

Rikard and Banville (2006) found that the greatest percentage of students liked thetillle

spent on sport activities over other activities. Sport education allows for different role

experiences for students which might have affected their attitudes toward physical

education. In a study by Carlson and Hastie (1997), subjects showed a positive response

to the sport education units and leadership responsibilities, whichwas reported by their

teachers. This finding supports the possibility that students' roles inactivities can lead to

a positive responseinstudents'~attitudes.-Hastie_'1996)also found that sllbjects'

engagement increased as a sport education season progressed, which showed a decrease

in off task behavior. The length ofthe sport education unit can also impact students'

attitudes. Carlson and Hastie (1997) found that partiCipants from their study reported

the increased number of days in the sport education unit allowed time to develop skill,

teamwork and affiliation, team strategies, coaching skills, and time to socialize at a

different level than other units. All of these past results could provide some of the reasons

for students' more positive attitudes toward sport education in this study.

When comparing the sport education unit of instruction with other team sport

units of instruction, research supports sport education over a team sport unit. The results
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from a study by Wallhead and Ntoumanis (2004) indicated that the subjects within the

sport education unit reported higher enjoyment and effort thanthe subjects taught with

the other method. The sport education curriculum model effectivelybroughtabout

positive chCll1.ges ih the students' perceptionsofa sport"'basedphysical education

program. This has implications for this sfudybecause ifdem6nStratesstudehtS'jhterest

toward a sport education curriculum model over other instructionalmethods.

A study by Hastie and Sharpe (1999) found changes in at-risk students' compliant

behavior alongwith a number ofrespective increases arid decreases in positive and

negative interpersonal interactions. This supports the view that a curriculum model that

values specific positive social actions can effect change in student social behaviors.

Another study by MacPhail et a1. (2008) supports students' positive attitudes toward sport

education within the physical education curriculum. Based on finding from their

questionnaires and interview data students that were exposed to sport education had a fun

and enjoyable time andexpressedpositiye_fedingsJnward thecurri9u1l.1.m.

Other factors that could have contributed to the differences between class one and

two are the time of day, makeup of the class of students, the teacher, and the sequencing

of the units. The first class was an early 1llorning section starting at 7:40 AM and

concluding at 9: 10 AM. The early setting ofclass one could have affected their attitude

scores compared to class two. Class two was from 9:25 AM to 10:55 AM and had more

consistent pretest, adventure education, sport education, and fitness scores at the four

different times. The makeup of the class ofstudents could have been a factor in terms of

students' attitudes toward physical education. For example, the students in class one

could have been with unfamiliar peers which may have created negative attitudes. Class
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one also had a senior leader who was a student assistant in class and could have affected

the students' attitudes toward physical education. In the first class the teacher may not

have been very precise so early in the morning which couldhave affected students'

attitudes. The sequencing ofunits fot class one could have affected their attitudes

differently toward physical education -~-~ ..t.~_ ~1~~~ .....~ £"'Il,,~~ ~-~ ...~~ +""n-h+

adventure education, fitness, and sport educatioIl. Class two was taught sport education,

fitness, and adventure education.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

The primary purpose of this study was to compare freshmen high school students'

attitudes toward physical education based on participation in adventure education and

sport education. There were two separate classes of 23 students in class one and 18

students in class two for a total of forty-one students that took part in the study. B6th

classes had different sequencing of units that theywere exposed to with a fitness unit in

the middle todiminishtheeffect-efthe-nrst-unit-.--Class.one..participated in. all. a<:lYen1\1I~

education, fitness, and sport education units. Class two participated in it sport education,

fitness, and adventure education units.

The subjects completed a survey developed by Subramaniam and Silverman

(2000) four times. The first survey occllrredbef6reany of the other units, the second·

survey occurred after the first unit was completed, the third survey occurred after the

fitness unit, and the fourth survey followed the completion of the unit that both classes

did not experience during the first unit.

A repeated measures ANOVA was used to make comparisons between classes and across

survey time points of the students' attitudes toward the teacher, curriculum usefulness,
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1. It is recommended that the study be conducted with two classes without a TA (teacher

assistant).

Conclusions

Based on the results of this study, the following research hypotheses were

rejected:

1. That the two Classes have~slmlla:r-tretidsln-attitiialnal scores across

points (no differences between the two classes).

2. The mean attitudinal scores will not change across survey time points (reject class one

fitness and adventure education, but accept sport education).

Recommendations

Based upon the results and conclusions of this study, the following

recommendations for future investigations were made:
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2. It is recommended that the same study be conducted in the afternoon to determine if

the time that students take physicaLeducation affects their attitude.

3. It is recommended that future studies explore the difference between male and female

students' attitudes toward physical education.

4. It is recommended that the order oful1its taught be consistent

determine if there is a difference in students' attitudes towardphysicaLeducatiollin

order to understand a comparison between classes.

5. It is recommended that future studies focus on different populations of students stich

as at-risk and special populations to understand their attitudes toward physical

education.

6. It is recommended that a future study use two different teachers (experienced vs. non

experienced) to determine if students' attitudes toward physical education differ.
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Why you have been asked to take part in this research?

What are the costs and payments for taking part in this study?

There will be no additional costs or paid compensation to take part in this research study.

Do you have to take part in the study?

Participation in the study is voluntary and the refusal to participate or the decision to discontinue
participation at any time will involve no penalty or loss ofbenefit to participants. Participation in
this study will have no effect on student's physical education grade.

Description ofconfidentiality and anonymity ofindividual subjects?

The information contained in the survey will be confidential because students will be required to
put their student ID number that only the researcher will have access to. The researcher will keep
information confidential from others to ensure privacy of information.

Benefits to the subjects and others as a result ofthe information obtained in the study?

There are no direct benefits to the subjects as a result of information obtained in this study, but if
the study is published then others in the field ofphysical education could become aware of the
affect that sport education and adventure education has on student attitude toward physical
education.

Possible risks and discomfort to the subjects?

No real foreseeable risks are associated with this study; however students will be given
information on counseling at the school ifthey need to talk to someone about their feelings
associated with their responses on the survey.

Informed Consent Form

The purpose ofthis research project is to examine studentattitude toward physical education.
Specifically, student attitude will be measured with a pre-test/survey and a 20 question surveys at
the end of an adventure education unit and sport education unit to determine which unit creates a
more positive attitude among students toward physical education. The rationale for using this
population is that the students at this high school are exposed to both adventure education units
and sport education units. This will allow for valid and reliable data because the researcher will
not have to worry about the curriculum not meeting the purpose ofthe proposed research. For
this study the beginning ofthe data collection would be November 30th and end January 16

th
.

How many people will be in this study and how long will this study last?

There will be 41 students in the study and the data collection would be from February 2,2008 to
March 16,2009.

Title: High School Student Attitude Toward The Sport Education Model and Adventure
Education Within The Physical education curriculum



I believe my child is fully informed and is willing to participate in this study.

Cover letter to subjects & parents/guardians

Name of Subject

Date of Signature

Date of Signature Printed

Date ofPresentation (Investigator or Designee)

Child/Adolescent's Signature

Parent's/ Guardian's Signature

Parent's/Guardian's informed consent:
Have all your questions about how the research studyis going to affect your child and/or
yourselfbeen answered? YeslNo (Circle one)

Informed Assent Form
(Required for Age 12 through 17)

If you want to be part of the study, please sign your name. You can say no to bein.g in the
study, and you will not be disliked or treated differently.

Child/Adolescent's informed consent:
Have all your questions regardirigh6Wthe research study might affect you been answered?

Yes / No (Circle one)

Who can you call ifyou want more information about this study?

For more information about this research study you may.contact Thomas Mikolajczyk (847)306
0324 or e-mail him at mikolajc.thom@students.uwlax.edu

UW-L Faculty Mentor- Dr. Jeff Steffen (608) 785-6535 or e-mail him at steffen.jeff@uwlax.edu

Investigator/Presenter
I have discussed this study and the possible risks and benefits of the study with the child, and I
believe he/she is fully informed and is willillg to paIiicipate in this study.

Presenter's Signature

What does signing this consentform mean?
A signature indicates that;
You or your child have read the above.
You or your child have freely decided to take part in the research study described above.
The studies general purposes, details of involvementand .possible risks and discomforts have
been explained to you and your child.

I
I

I
I
I
1
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Dear Parents and Students,

This letter is to infonn you of a research study that will be conducted at your son or daughters
high school. The study conducted within the physical education department, will measure student
attitude toward physical education. Specifically, student attitude will be measured with a survey
before sport education and adventure education units. After the sport education and adventure
education units the same survey will be administered and then evaluated to see if there is a
change in student attitude toward physical education. The school departmentchairand district
have reviewed and approved this study. You and your child are.askedto filloutthe .enc1osed
infonned consent fonn and infonned assent fonn. If you have any questions about this study
please feel free to c()lltactme. Thank you for your time.

Tom Mikolajczyk

(847)306-0324

mikolajc.thom@students.uwlax.edu
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toward physical education.

64

1. The games 1 learn in physical education make my 54321

physical education class interesting for me.

2. The games 1 learn in my physical education class 543 2 1

make learning unpleasant for me.

3. The games 1 learn in my physical education class 543 2 1

get me excited about physical education.

4. My physical education teacher makes my physical 543 2 1

education class seem unimportant to me.

5. 1 feel the games 1 learn in physical education 543 2 1

make my physical education class boring forme.

6. 1 feel the games 1 learn in my physical education 543 2 1

class are useless to me.

3 = Uncertain

1 = Strongly disagree

2 = Disagree

Students' Attitudes Toward Physical Education

4. Please answer all statements.

5 = Strongly agree

4 = Agree

1. Please read each statement carefully before answering.
2. This is not a test. There are no "right" or "wrong" answers to any ofthe statements.

honestly as you can.
3. Circle one number for eachstatement thatbest describes your feelings and beliefs toward physical

education in your school. You should answer according to thenumberslisted below. .

DIRECTIONS:

The purpose of this survey is to understand your feelings

items and rate how you feel about each statement.

Subramaniam, R., & Silverman, S. (2000). Validation
toward ohvsical education. Measurement in PhvsicalEducation and Ekercise Science.



Student ill (Please circle) Student Gender Male Female
***Please return survey to envelOpeinlhefronf ofthegymnasium***

2 14

2 1

2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

54321

54321

54321

54321

54321

5 4 3 2 1

54321

54321
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I feel my physical education teacher makes learning

in my physical education class valuable for me.

My physical education teacher gets me excited

about physical education.

My physical education teacher makes learning in
my physical educa.tl0n Cla.ss unpfeasaiiHoime~--'------~------'--

I feel the games I learn in my physical education

class make learning fun for me.

I feel my physical education teacher makes learning

in my physical education class useless for me.

My physical education teacher makes my

physical education class useful for me.

'Phe games I learn in my physical education class

seem unimportant to me.

I feel the games I learn in my physical education

class are valuable to me.

I feel my physical education teacher makes learning

in my physical education class fun for me.

I feel my physical education teacher makes my

physical education class boring for me.

My physical education teacher makeslllY physical

education class seem important to me.

The games I learn in my physical educationclass

are useful to me.

My physical education teacher makes my physical

education class interesting for me.

The games I learn in my physical education class

seem important to me.

20.

19.

18.

16.

17.

13.

15.

14.

10.

11.

12.

9.

8.

7.
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Adventure Education Block Plan

Davl
Presurvey/introductionto research
Flip the bird
High Five Partner
Moon Ball
Human Being

Dav3
Monarchy (warm up)
Bophertag
Eye tag
Finger tag
Push/pull
Palm Push

DavS
Cat and mouse (warm up)
Electronic back board
Impulse
Human knot
Barnyard

Dav7
Slow motion tag (warm up)
Shoe lineup
Electric fence
Monster walk
Blob tag

Day 9
Trust wave/chop
All aboard
TP shuffle
Spiderweb

Dav2
Striker(warm up)
Human scavenger hunt
Commonalities
All ofmy fellow classmates
Giants, Wizards, and Elves

Day 4
Toilet tag(warm up)
Hog call
Ready.aim fire
Body language
William tell

Dav6
Blob tag (warm up)
Steppil1.gstoues/raging river
Looker, talker, mover, toucher

DavS
Car and driver
Learning to Spot
2 on 1 spot

·~~.__~_I_!ickJ'6~k ~E?t
Willow in the wind

DavlO
Climbing wall
Postsurvey
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····Lesson·FoGus··

Day# 1

Adventure Education Lesson Plans

Level High School

Description of Activity:

Standard 6: Values physical activity for health, enjoyment, challenge, self

expression, and/or social interaction.

Standard 5: Exhibits responsible personal and social behavior that respects self

and others in physical activity settings.

Activity #1: Name Game- Flip the Bird

Title of Lesson:

A physically educated person:

Standard 3: Participates regularly in physical activity.

NASPE Standard:

Objective: Students will get to know each other and feel more comfortable around
each other '

Name gameslinitiatives

Have students in a circle. Denio ahdexplail1how to pass and receive object.
Must say the person's name whenthrowing the object and have eye contact, if

don't know the person's name ask them, "what is your name," then say their

name and pass the object. When catching the object make sure to say, "thanks

and the person's name that threw the object, if don't know their name ask them.

Activity #2: High Five Partner

-When somebody thinks they know everybody'snal11~,they should give the

"hand to the chin" symbol and then see if they can name everybody.



Find a high five partner, find a low five partner, find a Wisconsin partner (thumbs
down finger together), lumberjackpartner (stack thumbs on top of thumbs and
saw back and forth), salmon (slap inside of forearm), power partner (hit
knuckles), high five on back partn~r Il1trpduce high five to low five, introduce
Wisconsin partner to lumberjack partner etc.

Activity #3: Moon Ball

Class hits the beach ball up in the air saying the person's name as loud as they can
when the ball is hit.

Variations:

See if group can get everybody to hit the ballwithout letting it hitthe
ground, once you hit the ball you can't hit it again.
See if the class can hit the ball by order of the first letter of their name.

Activity #4: Human Being

Learn how to have good clean fun, no breaking rules,n() putting people down

-What qualities does it take to be a good student or person? Write them all down

with the blue chalk in the insid~ of the body

-What qualities does a bad student have (red chalk); Write them down on the
outside of the person

Do in groups of 5 people. They should trace a member in the group and write
down the qualities. Then circle 3 that they feel are the most important on the
inside and outside. Then each group shares their qualities to the class. As a class
they must come to a conclusion onthe 3 most important qualities for each.

Equipment: 8 yarn balls, animal objects for flip the bird. 1 beach ball for moon
ball, red and blue chalk for human being.

Rules/Safety:

Make sure to throw ball underhand in flip.thebird l:ll1d make eye contact with
individual before throwing the ball to them.
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Objective: Students will get to know each other and feel more comfortable around
each other

For this activity the students will be divided into two even teams. One team will
wear pennies or flags to distinguish between the two teams. The objective of the
game is to hit a beach ball (only using hands) across the other team's end line or
into the other team's wall (indoor). After a goal is scored the team that was scored

Day#2Level High School

70

Lesson Focus

NASPE Standard:

Name games/initiatives

Standard 3: ParticipatesJ4egtlll!rlyj1!J?JiisI~~L,!ctivlty:~

A physically educated person:

Closure/Debriefing Activity:

As a class what were the three qualities that we detennined?

Title of Lesson:

Can anybody name everybody in the class?

Give your salmon partner a slappy salmon and tell them to have a good day.

Standard 5: Exhibits responsible personal and social behavior that respects self
and others in physical activity settings.

Standard 6: Values physical activity for health, enjoyment, challenge, self
expression, and/or social interaction.

Activity #1: Striker (wann up)

Description ofActivity:



upon hits the ball to continue play. Multiple beach balls can be included to add to

the madness arid. fun.

Activity #2: Human Scavenger Hunt (see attached sheet - Find Someone Who.)

Each person gets a treasure hunt list and writing implementation. The task is to
circulate within the group and identify a different person for. eachTact on the list.
If a person fits" Same color eyes as you"then you can't usethatperson's name
for another fact. Players attempt to complete their entire list utilizing different
people. Specify that you must meet people individually ifyou write their name

next to a fact.

To play competitively, tell people to finish their list ASAP. Then start your timer,
or pretend to. Most players won't care, but sometimes it acts as a prod to

encourage performance.

This game can last for 5 minutes to an hour.

Activity#3: Commonalities

Have a spokesperson for each group or have each person say their name. Last

person says their name and what group they are.

Get into groups by:

Your favorite food
Favorite sport
Favorite T.V. show
Favorite Recreational activity

Activity #4: All ofMy Fellow Students/Classmates

Students get into a circle and are given the choice to share with their fellow
students something such as "all ofmy fellow classmates that have blue eyes". The
students that all have blue eyes go to the middle of the circle and high five each
other. Must make sure that students keepthegariieappfopriate.

Activity #5: Giants, Wizards and Elves
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Title of Lesson: Name Games and Initiatives

·········~····~~·-Day-#3~---~-__~_ .. ~..Level: High School

A physically educated person:

Find one person in here that has something in common with you, give them a
high five, and find one more thing you have in common. Then you can leave.

While participating in different activities, students Will be able to learn the names
ofmultiple individuals in the class.

Objective:

Students will have a positive attitude and participate towards physical education

standards.

I hope that you learned something todayabout oneof your classmates that you
didn't know before.

ClosurelDebriefing Activity:

Use cones to mark safety zones.

Rules/Safety: Giants, wizards, and elves are careful not tostarttoo.close. Don't
want to have a collision.

Wizards cast spells on elves, Elves trip giants, giants step on wizards. Must flee
back to safety area before beingtagged, Iftaggedjoin otheLteam. Have a back
up in mind. Make sure to demollstra.te the actions before playing. •Giants are big,
loud and ugly,(arms up and up on toes) Wizards are magical and cast spe~ls
(slight squat with arms out in front ofbody) elves are little.ands11lalJwithpointed
ears (squat down and put fingers up for pointy ears.)

Equipment: four cones

NASPE Standard:

Standard 2: Demonstrates und~rstanclillgof11l0vement concepts, principles,
strategies, and tactics as they apply to the learning and p~rformance of physical

activities.



Standard 3: Participates regularly in physical activity.

Standard 5: Exhibits responsible personal and social behavior that respects self
and others in physical activity settings.

Standard 6: Values physical activity forhealth,enjoyment, challenge, self
expression, arid/or socialinteracti6Ii.

Lesson Focus

Description ofActivity:

Activity #1: Monarchy

The monarchs (people that are "it") start offwith the ball and try to hit the
anarchists with the ball. If the anarchist are hit with the ball they join the
monarchs trying to get the other anarchist. The game ends when all anarchists
become monarchs.

Activity #2: Bopher Tag

The students will be in groups of two with their arms linked together. A few

students run afQullclwitll1J()ph~~~!!Yi.!1~to_tag ot~~!_~!l1~ents ..If the students
without the bophers hook onto a link of two students before being tagged then th.e ..
student on the opposite must run and link up to another pair. If a student is tagged
they must grab the foam sword and becom~ the person who tags others.

Activity #4: Eye Tag

Get into groups of about 10 to 12 students; Have them get into "ready position"
and look at their toes. Say 1,2,3 and then on "3" everyone looks up at someone
else in the group. If they ate looking at each other, they have to throw their hands
up and make a loud noise, and run to a different circle. Then repeat the process.

Activity #5: Finger Tag/Push Pull/Palm Push

For finger tag two students shake hanclsa.llcll(~ep their grip. With both oftheir
pointer fingers they try to tag the other p~rson. For push pull both students grab
right hands with the thumb up and both right feet next to each other with the left
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foot staggered back. The objective is to push and pull with the right hand and the
first person to step loses. For palm push both students face each other one to two
feet away with their feet together and palms together. The objective is to cause
the other person to step. However, if one person moves their palms offoftheir
opponent they lose (palms must be in contact at all times).

Equipment:

6 Bophers

Rules/Safety:.

BopperTag

• Tagger must remember to hit shoulders and below
• Especially no hitting in the head.

Closure/Debriefing Activity:

Ask group what they got out of the activity or day

Level High School Day #4

Title of Lesson: Introduction to Communication Effectiveness- Lesson!

Objective: Adventure Education Stage Three: Communication Games

To provide an opportunity for group members to enhance their ability to
communicate thoughts, feelings, and behaviors more appropriately by
participating in activities which emphasize listening, verbal, and physical skills in
the group decision making process.

NASPE Standard:

A physically educated person:

Standard 2: Demonstrates understanding ()fm()vement concepts, principles,

strategies, and tactics as they applyJotheJearningandperformance ofphysical
activities.

Standard 5: Exhibits responsible personal and social behavior that respects self
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and others in physical activity settings.

Standard 6: Values physical activity for health, enjoyment,challenge, self

expression, and/or social interaction.

LessonFocus

Description ofActivity:

Activity #1: Toilet Tag

Four students will have bophers they will use to tag other students. Once students
are tagged they must take one knee with their arm out. Other students that have
not been tagged must push on their arm (toilet) and that person that was on one
knee is back in the game after making a flushing sound.

Activity #2: Hog Call

Students are given an animal (pig, cow, dog, sheep, and cat). Students will be
spread out in the gym and must close their eyes and find their group of fellow

animals. For safety, student should have bumpers up.

Activity #3: Ready Aim Fire

Students partner up with their high five or happy salmon partner and one person
is blindfolded and the other person directs them. The driver must feed the
blindfolded person (soft foam ball)andlellthenlwhentofire at others that are

blindfolded. When they fire theYlllust cl1plll~~I1J()VVoftheir throwing arm with
their opposite arm so they do not throW atmaxillll1lll velocity.

Activity #4: Body Language

Class is divided into small groups. Each group obtains a card with a word on it
from the teacher. Each group must communicate the word to the class by using
their bodies to spell the letters of the word; During a second round each group

makes up their own word to communic~teJQJhecl~ss.
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WilliamTell

High School

• Teacher may wish to give a demonstration of a series ofmotions which
tell a story before handing out cards (catching a fish, a baseball player,
archery, etc.).

• Studentsma)T11.oticiIkatcinY'tiiiieoncetfie leacliefhas given the signal to
begin.

• The otily student contact is tapping the shoulder.

Rules/Safety:

Blindfolds and foam balls for ready aim fire, bophers for toilet tag.

Equipment:

Closure/Debriefing Activity:

A group of students in a line face front. Thelastpersoninthelinetakes a small
card and writes down or draws a set of 5.;.6 actions telling a storythat will be
communicated tethe next person in the litie; This personhands the card to the
teacher. On the command by the teacher to "begin", the last persontaps the
person in front of himlher on the shoulder.. This signalstlieperson tQturn .around
and watch the actions of the person behind them in line. The last person performs
the actiol1s ..WithQ\lttalk:illg~\Vhen cOlllpletedthe demo is repeated one person at
a time up to the front ofthe line. Studentsthensharethelast demo with the
original demo for the class. Several students in the line may take a tumwith a
new card.

Activity #5: William Tell

Students share ideas/feelings on important aspects of cOllllllunication.

Teacher Cues (open ended questions): •. Arefacialexpressionslbody langllage
important? Is it important to listen carefully? Isitimportant to choose effective
words to describe danger? Does an idea change after several people repeating it?
Non-verbal vs. verbal communication?

Level____--:--'-I:~~y-~~



Title of Lesson: Introduction to Communication Effectiveness-Lesson 2

Objective: Adventure Education StageThree: Communication.Games

To provide 8.ri opportunity for group members to enhance their ability to
communicate thoughts, feelings, and behaviors more appropriately by
participating in activities which emphasize listening, verbal, and physical skills in
the group decision making process.

NASPE Standard:

A physicallyeducated person:

Standard 2: Demonstrates understanding ofmovement concepts, principles,
strategies, and tactics as they apply to the learning arid performance of physical
activities.

Standard 5: Exhibits responsible personal and social behavior that respects self
and others in physical activity settings.

Standard 6: Values physical activity for health, enjoyment, challenge, self
expression, and/or social interaction.

Lesson Focus

Description ofActivity:

Activity #1: Cat and Mouse (warm-up)

Four Bophers are used by the cats to getthemice.Oncea cat tags a mouse the
mouse must fall to the floor and ptltits arms andlegs tlp.Fourmicethenmust
grab onto a dead mouse and then move tothe~esi!p1~t~~hospitalfor revival
(must be four mice to one dead mouse). The cats cannot run through the
designated hospital nor can they hurt a 1ll.ol.\.sefhaiisattached to a dead mouse.
The mice cannot be in the hospital for more than five seconds after they have
entered.

Activity #2: Electronic Back Board

Students are put into groups that are all fa9iIlgth~s81'Il~<iirectio~ and~itting

down with their legs crossed. The last person in each line is shown a picture
which they must draw on the back of the person in from ofthem. They do this by
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tapping once on the person's shoulder and then drawing what they were shown
and finishing with two taps on that person's shoulder. The first person in each line
has a piece ofpaper and a pencil which they will use to draw what they believe
was written on their back.

Activity #3: Impulse

Students will get in a circle and hold hands and send an impulse (gentle squeeze
ofthe hand). The objective is to determine how fast the students can send the
impulse around thtirgrotip.

Activity #4: Human Knot

In the same groups for impulse the students will reach their hand out to someone
across from them and grab their hand and then that person will grab someone

else's hand across from them. After everyone has someone else's hand an impulse
will be sent to make sure that it gets back. Once that is done students will try to
untangle their human knot.

Activity #5: =B=am==y=a==r=d _ __.._ _ .

Students will partner up with their Wisconsin or lumberjack partner and one will

be blindfolded. The other partner must direct their blindfolded partner through a
maze of objects to get to the other side. The verbal partner that is not blindfolded
must stay in one location and cannot move with their blindfolded partner. Once
the partner gets to the other sidethey switch roles. When partners switch roles the
equipment should be moved so that the blindfolded person does not have the
same course in front of them. Another modification would be to have the
blindfolded people retrieve objects and bring them back to their partners for

points.

Equipment:

Cat and mouse -bophers and cones to mark of the hospital.

Electronic backboard- paper and pen to write the communicated message.

Barn yard- blindfolds, objects that students must navigate around on the ground.
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Cat and mouse

Day #6High SchoolLevel

A physically educated person:

NASPE Standard:

To provide an opportunity for group members to enhance their ability to
communicate thoughts, feelings, and behaviors more appropriately by
participating in activities which emphasize listening, verbal, and physical skills in
the group decision making process.

Objective: Adventure Education Stage Ihree:-Communication Games

Title of Lesson: Introduction to Communication Effectiveness- Lesson 3

Teacher Cues (open ended questions): Are facial expressions/body language
important? Is it important to listen carefully? Is it important to choose effective
words to describe danger? Does an idea change after going through several
people? Non-verbal vs. verbal communication?

Bam yard- bumpers up for participants that .are blindfolded.

Especially no hitting in the head.

Rules/Safety:

Students share ideas/feelings on important aspects of communication.

Closure/Debriefing Activity:

Tagger must remember to hit shoulders and below

Standard 5: Exhibits responsible personal and social behavior that respects self
and others in physical activity settil1.gs.

Standard 2: Demonstrates understanding ofmovement concepts, principles,
strategies, and tactics as they apply to the learning and performance ofphysical
activities.

Standard 6: Values physical activity for health, enjoynient, challenge, self



expression, and/or social interaction.

Lesson Focus

Description of Activity:

Activity #1: Blob Tag (warm-up)

Two students with bophers link together and must remain linked when they try to
tag other students. When other students are tagged they must join the link/blob.
Students may not run through the blob and the blob may l1()tbecome unlinked and
tag students.

Activity #2: Stepping Stones/Raging River

Students must get from one end of the basketball court to the other using the
rubber stepping stones that are provided to them. For a group of seven, four
stepping stones will be provided; for a group of six, three stepping stones will be
provided. Students must remain in contact with the stepping stones at all times or
the river will wash them away. Students must have both oftheir feet on the stones
and not in the river or they must start over. A variation when completed is to split
up the group and their stepping stones and have them start at opposite ends and
cross in the middle.

Activity #3: Looker, Talker, Mover, Toucher

Class is divided into teams of four. Each person on ateam has only one sense.
Object of game is to have the mover go tothreestation~,Jetrievean object from
the station and return to the home base as quickly as possible...Only one person
can talk, one person can move, one persoll.C8.11tQuch;Queperson .can see.
Members cannot use another sense.

Equipment:

Blob tag- bophers
\

Stepping stones- blocks that students use to cross

Looker, talker, mover, toucher- blindfolds, hula hoops, basketballs.

Rules/Safety:
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Blob tag- Tagger must remember to hit shoulders and below

Especially no hitting in the head.

Looker, talker, mover, toucher- bumpers up for participants that are blindfolded.

Closure/Debriefing Activity:

Students share ideas/feelings on important aspects of communication.

Teacher Cues (open ended questions): Are facial expressions/body language
important?Is it important to listen carefully? Is it important to choose effective
words to describe danger? Does an idea change after several people repeatit?

Non-verbal vs. verbal communication?

Level High School Day #7

Title of Lesson: Problem solving~activities~-~~-~-~~--------

Objective: Adventure Education Stage Four: Problem Solving Activities

To provide an opportunity for group members to enhance their problem solving
skills and techniques, by participating in activities Witll.4i1emmas and working
will others to achieve individual an.4 grollIJ goals. .Group members will
understand and implement the five key components ofproblem solving: asking
questions, brainstorming, choosing appropriate options, doing/performing

options, and evaluating.

NASPE Standard:

A physically educated person:

Standard 2: Demonstrates understanding ofmovement concepts, principles,
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strategies, and tactics as they apply to the learning and performance ofphysical

activities.

Standard 5: Exhibits responsible personal and social behavior that respects self

and others in physical activity settings.

Standard 6: Values physical activity fof health, enjoyment, challenge, self
expression, and/or social interaction.

Lesson Focus

Description of Activity:

Activity #1: Slow Motion Tag (warm-up)

Four students will have bopher's and will use them to tag other students. The
teacher will communicate the number of steps that must be taken and then the
students will move those steps. If they are tagged then they become it. There are

no tag backs after someone has been tagged.

Activity #2: Shoe Lineup

Have students lineupQn(iJill~ji:t:lQ<:;los~Jh~i!:~Y~~I~g_studentsthey cannot
talk. Next tell students to get in order by shoe size from smallest to biggest. Make
sure that students have their bumpers up and are careful where they walk.

Activity #3: Electric Fence

The object ofthe game is to transport a group over art "electrified" wire or fence
(climbing rope) using only themselves; The recommended height for the
"electric" wire should be approximately four inches higher than the tallest
person's waist. The following rules apply to the activity: (1) if a participant
touches the fence he/she is zapped and must attempt the crossing again (or any
other consequence set by the instructor - blindfold, non-verbal, etc), (2) any
person touching a person who tOllches the fefiCefilust also return to the beginning,

(3) the "electric force field" extends fromthe wire to the ground and cannot be
penetrated, (4) the trees or other supports which hold up the "wire" are ironwoods
and cannot be safely touched - it is recommended not to tie off to any permanent
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supports.

Variations:

The activity can be played with or without a circuit (when a circuit
is used all group members must stay in contact with each other
throughout the activity).
A conductive beam (a small diameter log) may be used as a tool
for the team to cross the fence - the beam may not hit the fence.

Activity. #4: .MonsterWalk

The group task is to create a monster, within the following guidelines: (1) the
monster must be made up of all of the groupmembers,and they must all be
connected, (2) the monster must have five feet on the ground, no more no less. It
can have only five arms waving in the air liketentac1es, no more no less. (To
figure out the number of feet and anus, divide the group in half and add one - a
group often would get six anus and six legs), (3) the monster must make three
noises, (4) the monster must be able to move from onespot to another with arms
waving, feet moving and noises sounding - without falling apart.

Variations:

instructor can take away verbal communication (mute) or blindfold
individuals
varycoiitact~comblnal1ons-oflJodYIartsthat can toUch the ground I .._-._._~_._-_.._..~

Equipment:

Slow motion tag- bophers, cones to mark offplaying area

Electric fence- string/rope to use as electric fence

Rules/Safety:

Slow motion tag- Tagger must remembertohiI shoulders and below

Especially no hitting in the head.

Electric fence - spotters on both sidesoftl1e fence
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NASPE Standard:

Day #8High School

Lesson Focus: Trust activities

Level

A physically educated person:

Objective: The student will be able to participate in activities designed to
reinforce the importance ofbeing a trustworthy person.

Closure/Debriefing Activity:

Description ofActivity:

Standard 5: Exhibits responsible personal and social behavior that respects self
and others in physical activity settings.

Activity #1: Car and Driver
Have group members get together withol1e of their High Five partners. Pairs will
work together to "earn" their driver's license. In pairs, one individual will be the
car (blindfolded/mute) and the other will be the driver (mute). The driver will
stand directly behind the car. The driverwill lead the car without speeding (no
running) or getting into accidents (bumping into objects or another group) and
will finally lead them back to their original starting point. The driver will use the
following actions to lead the individual acting as the car: (1) a tap to the right
shoulder = tum right, (2) a tap to the left shoulder = tum left, (3) a tap on both
shoulders simultaneously = stop, (4) a double tap on both shoulders = move back,

(5) a gentle tug on the right ear== tak:e.~lP!£tu.Ie(person gets to open eyes for a
briefmoment to get an idea oftheir surroundings), (6) a gentle tug on the left ear
= radio (person should sing as they move along). Pairs rotate positions when

Discuss the activities presented in class. What of the three activities did you enjoy
the most? Explain. What activity were you most successful at? Why? What of
the activities required the most problem solving skills? Do you have any
recommendatiOl1s/variations to improve the activities?



driver successfully earns his or her license.

Activity #2: Learning to Spot
• Begin by discussing the concept oftrust and what the expectations are.

Emphasize that you will not be testing students ontheir ability to trust
another student, rather, you will be looking at the characteristics they
demonstrate ofbeing a trustworthy person, Some points to emphasize are:
a goal for them is to become a trustworthy person, trust is fragile and it
takes a long time to build it and ashQrttime to lose it, students should try
not to be the person nobody trusts, and they should be helping each other
become a trustworthy group.

• Discuss the five steps of good spotting: (1) feet shoulder width apart, (2)
staggered stance, (3) knees slightly bent, (4) hands up, out and in front
(spoons), (5) eyes on the personyou are spotting.

• Discuss the verbal contract between faller and spotter: (1) Faller
"Spotter Ready?", Spotter - "Ready.", (2) Faller -"Falling", Spotter
"Fall Away", (3) Spotter will hold onto the should of the faller until the
Faller says "Off Spot", Spotter - "Spotters Off'.

\

Activity #3: 2 on 1 Spot (2 behind) - Position the person you are going to spot,

and have 2 spotters positioned behind them and have one person fall back into the

spotters. Spotters stand together with Velcro shoulders. Spotters should have

their inside feet touching and be in close proximity to the faller~ The faller should

be "straight as an arrow and stiff as a board". The faller's arms should be crossed

in front ofthe body. The faller and spotters will go through the verbal contract
and then the fallerwlilfairback;-whiIet:ne"-spotters-stoj;fthefaHandretum faller

to standing position.

Activity #4: Tick Tock Spot - one spotter in front and one behind, the faller falls

in both directions (when faller is done they say"center" to return to starting

position).

Activity #5: Willow in the Wind (w/Levitation) - This is a good activity to test

the spotting ability of the students. Start with one person in the middle of a 10-12

person circle. Spotters stand in circle with Velcro shoulders. All spotters must

demonstrate the five steps of good spotting ready position. Faller and Spotters go

through the verbal contract. Then the faller falls in any direction they want, and

are put back in the center after each fall .. After a minute or so, the group should
levitate the faller. To do this, one person will be in charge ofthe head and neck

of the faller. The group will go through the verbal commands again and spotters
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will be in the ready position. The group will lift the faller into the horizontal
position, b}'8l6wl)' lifting them up. When they reach maximum height (shoulders
of the shortest spotter) the group will slowly rock the person back to the ground
or lower them to their feet (feet.down, head up). Complete the verbal contract.

Equipment:

Car and Driver: blindfolds

Rules/Safety:

Car and Driver

• Emphasize using clear and concise commands - can give pairs a minute or
two to establish and practice commands.

• Activity needs to be played in a clean and open area with no obstacles.
Spotting Activities

• Activities should take place on mats or a soft surface.
'. Spotters need to demonstrate the five skills of a good spotting position.

• Students always need to go through the verbal contract.
• All movements should be slow and gradual.
• Willow in theWind=15e-readVrostopacttvtty-at any moment when it

begins to look as if it is getting out of control - it is not called Willow in
the Hurricane!

• Levitation - one person always needs to be in charge of the head and neck
of the person falling.

Closure/Debriefing Activity:

Discuss the characteristics of a trustworthyperson? Why is. it necessary to be a
trustworthyperson in our activities? Why.isit necessary to be a trustworthy
person in school, at home, in the community? What are the components ofa
good spotting position? Before you leave class, give three people a high five who

demonstrated characteristics of a trustworthy person.
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Lesson Focus

Day 9Level: High School

Stage 6 Low Ropes Spider Web

Activity #2: All Aboard

Description ofActivity:

Activity #1: Trust Wave/Chopper
All of the students are spotters and line up· facing each other about 2 feet apart.
One of the students is the runner and starts about! 0 feet from the end ofthe
spotter line. The spotters have their foot closest to the runner's back. The
spotters have their arms out in front of them.. Thecoutact is then made. The
runner runs as fast as they can between the spotters and the spotters must raise
their hands up when the runner gets close to them. Be sure each student gets a
chance to run through. The spotters can also make a chopping motion with their

hands.

A physically educated person:

Standard 5: Exhibits responsible personal and social behavior that respects self
and others in physical activity settings.

NASPE Standard:

Objective: The student will be able to participate in activities designed to
reinforce the importance ofbeing a trustworlhypers(}t1.
Objective:. The objectiyeis for eachparticipantto individually walk from one
end ofthe log to the other without the use ofhands. The next challenge is to have
all participants on the log and redistribute themselves along the log without
touching the ground.
Objective: To get all members ofthe group from one side of the spider web to
the other.

Title of Lesson: Trust Activities
Stage 6 Low Ropes T.P. Shuffle

For this activity students use a wooden plaffoITrl.atidas many students as possible
try to get on the platform and see how long they can stand without falling.



Students should be partnered up so that they have a spotter. For safety
consideratiolls students will be told that they should step off safely or softly if
they feel themselves falling.

Activity #3: TP Shuffle

A log is suspended horizontally between two poles approximately 12" off the
ground. First, the students will walk along the log without touching the ground.
Second, put up to 15 students on the log and have them rearrange themselves by
birth month, height, color of shirt, etc. without touching the ground. Keep track
of the number of contacts to use for future motivation.

Activity #2: Spider Web

Charlotte's Web is an arrangement ofrope or cord fixed between two points
passing over itself in an asymmetrical fashion forming a "web-like"
configuration. In observing the web, an obvious number ofholes or spaces are
evident. Before students use the event, small bells are placed somewhere in the
middle of the configuration. The objective is for each participant, one at a time,
to pass through an opening in the web while attempting to reach the other side
without causing the bells to. ring. No hole may be passed through twice If the
bells ring, thegroupm:aychol5se~to-start~a:gain.-~~

Equipment:

Spider Web station, Horizontal Telephone Pole 12" above ground

Rules/Safety:

Spotters on both sides ofparticipants, spoons up, elbows in, ready position.

Spotters on both sides of the spider web. All group members are responsible for
spotting and may aid each other physically throughout the activity.

Closure/Debriefing Activity:

Did the students feelthat they cOlildfrust the Whole class during the trust wave?
Debriefquestioning about problem solving. What made things difficult? What
was helpful?
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IDay 10Level: High School

Rules/Safety:

Equipment: harnesses, helmets, climbing rope, ACT's, carabineers, climbing

wall.

Students will be able to participate in rock climbing on an indoor climbing
course. The students willbe instructed ofhow to put on a harness and be
reminded to have two students check their harness and then an instructor before
they sit by the climbing wall. Students will then be instructed on the use of team
belays and why they must keep the climbing rope tight for the climber for the first
eight feet. Extra instructors will be available to help belay individual routes on the
climbing wall. Students will be taught how to BARK (check each others
bineers/buckles, anchor, rope to make sure it is not twisted, and the knot) and the
climbing contract before they begin.

Description of activity:

Standard 6: Values physical activity for health, enjoY111ent, challenge, self
expression, and/or social interaction.

Lesson Focus

Standard 5: Exhibits responsible personal and social behavior that respects self
and others in physical activity settings.

A physically educated person:

NASPE Standard:

Objective: The student will be able to participate on the cli111bing wall through
team belays and also instructors belaying.

Title of Lesson: Climbing wall

Students must BARK (check each others bineers/buckles, anchor, rope to make
sure it is not twisted, and the knot), after stllclents have barked they must have an
instructor check them and then they can go through their climbing contract and

climb.



Closure debriefing:

What was most difficult about the climbing wall? Why?
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FitnesslWeight .Tr(i!llillg Block .. J>lan

Dav1 Dav2
Legs and back
-warm-up

-jog in place
-knees up jog
-but kick jog
-jumping jacks

Stretching warm-up
-head rolls
-shoulder rolls forward and backward
-chest stretch
-arm circles
-wide leg hamstring stretch
-runner stretch
-standing quad stretch
Workout
-balance lunges (one leg lunges with a chair)
-calf raise squats
-reverse grip chin ups
-super skaters (balance on one leglbend that leg
push the other one back)
-wall squats
-wide front pull-ups

I -step back lunges
~-_ .. _~ __,__·,"W'••• ~_''''~_'_~mW_.,,~, ,, , _~,~"_",_._.,,,_.,,, _, ,., ,., ,.

-al~emating side lunges
-close grip overhand pull-ups
-single leg wall squats
-dead lift squats
-switch grip pull-ups
-three way lunges
-sneaky lunges
-reverse grip chin-ups
-chair salutations
-toe roll iso lunges
-wide front pull-ups
-groucho walk
-calf raises
-close grip overhand pull-up
-80-20 siebers speed squat
-switch grip pull-ups
Cool down

Review weight room policies
Spotting
Proper shoes
Proper breathing when lifting
Review five components of fitness
Cardiovascular endurance
Muscular endurance
Muscular strength
Flexibility
Body composition
Review the FITT principle
Review different lifts
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Day 3
Shoulders and arms
Warm-up
-knees up
-jog In place
-wide knee jog
-butt kick jog
-jumping jacks
Stretching warm-up
-head rolls
-shoulder rolls forward and backward
-chest stretch
-arm circles (small to big and reverse
directions)
-swimmer circles both arms forward and
backward
-one arm shoulder stretch and triceps stretch
Workout
-alternating shoulder presses
-in and out bicep curls
-two arm tricep kick backs
-alternating shoulder presses
-in and out bicep curls
-two arm tricep kick backs
-deep swimmers press
-full supination concehtratiohcurls
-chair dips
-deep swimmers press
-full supination concentration curls
-chair dips
-upright rows
-static arm curls
-flip grip twist kickbacks
-upright rows
-static arm curls
-flip grip twist kickbacks
-seated shoulder flys
-crouching Cohen curls
-lying down tricep extensions
-seated shoulder flys
-crouching Cohen curls
-lying down tricep extensions
-straight arm shoulder flys
-Congdon curls
-side-tri-rise

Day 4
Y()ga
-tnQuntain pose
-wide leg hamstring stretch
-wide bent torso twist
-split leg hamstring stretch
-standing side stretch
-Astangasun salutations
-runners pose
-crescent pose
"'warrior one
-warrior two
-reverse warnor
-triangle pose
-twistil1gtriangle pose
-chair pose
-twisting chair pose
-downward dog with leg raise
-right angle pose
-extended right angle pose
-rightangle pose and grab
-side arm balance
-prayer twist
-warrior three
-standing splits

---'-;;;hal-f--moon--~-

-twisting halfmoon
-tree pose
-royaLdancer
-standing leg extensions
-crane
-seated spinal stretch
"catstretch
-frog
-bridge or wheel
-plough to shoulder stand
-table
-cobbler pose
-one legged hamstring stretch
-two.legged hamstring stretch
-boat
;,;halfboat
"opensClSSOrs
'-torso twist hold
"'deep torso twist hold
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-straight arm shoulder flys
-Congdon curls
-side-tri-rise
Cool down

DavS
Plyometrics
Warm-up
-knees up
-jog In place
-wide knee jog
-butt kick jog
-jumping jacks
Stretching warm-up
-head rolls
-shoulder rolls forward and backward
-chest stretch
-arm circles
-wide leg hamstring stretch
-runner stretch
-standing quad stretch
Workout
-jump squats
-run stance squats
-airborne Reisman
-swing kicks
-jump squats
-run stance squats
-airborne Reisman
-swing kicks
-squat reach jumps
-squat switch pickups
-double airborne Reisman
-circle run
-squat reach jumps
-squat switch pickups
-double airborne Reisman
-circle run
-jump knee tucks
-mary Katherine lunges
-leapfrog squat
-twist combo
-jump knee tucks
-mary Katherine lunges

-touch the sky
.:.sidetwist
-glute stretch
-happy baby
-child's pose

Dav6
Chest and Back

Warm-up
-knees up
;"jog In place
-wide knee jog
-buttkick jog
-jumping jacks
Stretching warm-up
-head rolls
"'shoulder rolls forward and backward
-chest stretch
-arm circles
-wide leg hamstring stretch
-runner stretch
-standing quad stretch
Workout
-standard push-ups
-wide front pull-ups

.~--------I---;;milita:rypush"'ups

-reverse grip chin-ups
-wide fly push-ups
-closed grip overhand pull-ups
-decline push-ups
-heavY pants
-diamond push-ups
-lawnmowers
:<iiye-boInber push-ups
-backflys
-w~defrontpull-ups
-'standardpush-ups
-reverse grip chin-ups
-military push-ups
-closed grip overhand pull-ups
-wide fly push-ups
;"heaVypartts
_decline push-ups
-lawnmowers
-diamond push-ups
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-back fiys
Dive..bomber push'-ups
Cool down

DayS
Boys lower body/Girls upper body

Boys 3 sets of 10-15
-lunges
-squats
-dead lift
-leg extensions
-leg curls
-leg press
-lat pull down
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Day 7

-leapfrog squats
-twist combo
-rock star hops
-gap jumps
-squat jacks
-military march
-rock star hops
-gap Jumps
-squat jacks
-military march
-run squat 180 jump switch
-lateral leapfrog squat
-monster truck tires
-hot foot
-run squat 180 jump switch
-lateral leapfrog squat
-monster truck tires
-hot foot
-pitch and catch
-jump shots
Cool down

Girls 3 sets of 10-15

Boys upper body/Girls lower body .....~_..-J ~:~~:~~=~sions

-lawn mowers
-shoulder press
-two way raises (front and lateral)
-preacher curls or arm curls
-A.rnoldp:r~sses

-lat pull down

Introduction to weightlifting power clean and
power snatch

Girls 3 sets of 10-15
-lunges
-squats
-dead lift
-leg extensions
-leg curls
-leg press
-lat pull down

Boys 3 sets of 10-15
-bench press
-tricep extensions
-lawn mowers
-shoulder press
-two way raises (front and lateral)
-preacher curls or arm curls
-J\rnoldpresses
-lat pull down



Dav9
Girls lower body/Boys upper body

Girls 3 sets of 10-15
-lunges
-squats
-dead lift
-leg extensions
-leg curls
-leg press
-lat pull down

Boys 3 sets of 10-15
-bench press
-tricep extensions
-lawn mowers
-shoulderpress
-two way raises (front and lateral)
-preacher curls or ann curls
-Plnloldpresses
-lat pull down

DavlO
X....stretch
-sun salutations
-neck stretch
-back up the car
-head rolls
-chest back and shoulder stretch
-topas shoulder stretch
-wrist/foreann flexor stretch
-ann circles
-shoulder/tricep stretch
;.standing side stretch
-rollers
..shoulder stalld to plough
-seated spinal stretch
"'cafsfretCh
-glute stretch
-wide feet forward bend
-side twists
-camel
-back hero
..kenpoquad stretch
-bow
-low squat
-frog
-single leg hamstring stretch

·······_·_·_·_-_·-·--;;{w(Jleggedhamstring stretch
-split leg hamstring stretch
-toe flexors

,-downward dog and calf stretch
-upward dog and ankle stretch
-chUg's pose and side stretch
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BasketbaUSPQrtEQ1.l9atioll Block Plan

Round 4
Team 3 VS. Team 1

·················~ ..,··..'·-j-:ream4vs~Team 2

Team 5 VS. Team 6

Day 4

Day 2

Team warm-up/practice
Scrimmages

Teams are told to students by the instructor
Instructor'informs the teams of the roles on the
team and their responsibilities

Teamsmust select a team nam'e
Teams must seleeta team coach and assistant
coach
Instructor leads teams through warm up and

dribbling, passing, layup, rebounding, and shooting
drills.

Instructor reminds the team coaches that they
mustlead theirteam through warm upand drills
next class beforescrimmages.

Round 3
Team 1 VS. Team 4
Team 5 VS. Team 3
Team 6 VS. Team 2

Continued double round robin tournament
Team Warm-up/practice

Day 6

Round 5
Team 1 VS. Team 2
Team 3 VS. Team 6
Team 4 VS. Team 5

Day 3

Team warm-up/practice
Scrimmages

Presurvey/introd lJe:tiol1 !oresearch
Skills introduction by instructor
Dribbling (dominant/non-dominanthand;
crossover, behind the back, between the legs)
Passing (chest, bounce, overhead)
Lay ups (jump with inside foot, use backboard)
Shooting (BEEF - Balance, eyes,elbow, follow
through)
Students pick six captains to pick teams.
Captains pick teams in a secret ballot at the end of

class

Round 1
Team 1 vs. Team 6
Team 2 vs. Team 5
Team 3 vs. Team 4

Round 2
Team 5 vs. Team 1
Team 6 V5. Team
Team 2 VS. Team 3

DayS
Double round robin tournament
Team warm-up/practice

Round 1
Team 1 VS. Team 6
Team 2 VS. Team 5
Team 3 VS. ieam 4

Round 3
Team 1 VS. Team 4
Team 5 VS. Team 3
Team 6 VS. Team 2

Round 2
Team 5 VS. Team 1
Team 6 VS. Team 4
Team 2 VS. Team 3

Round4
Team 3 VS. Team 1
Team 4 VS. Team 2

Team 5 VS. Team 6
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3rd plgce game
3rd best record vs. 4th best record

5th place game
5th best record vs. 6th best record .

DayS

Day 10

Championship game (1st place)

Best record vs. best record

Round 8
Team 4 vs. Team 1
Team 3 vs. Team 5
Team 2 vs.Team 6

Round 7
Team 1 vs. Team 5
Team 4 vs. Team 6
Team 3 vs. Team 2

Continued double round robin tournament

Team warm-lip/practice

Award ceremony
Most improved players are recognized

.··_·_-~_·-I""'POstslfi"\ley

Round 10
Team 2 vs. Team 1
Team 6 vs. Team 3
Team 5 vs. Team

Round 9
Team 1 vs. Team 3
Team 2 vs. Team 4

Team 6 vs. Team 5

At the end of class each team votes on a most

improved player for their team.

Continued double round robin tournament

Team warm-up/practice

Day 9

Round 6
Team 6 vs. Team 1
Team 5 vs. Team 2
Team 4 vs. Team 3

Round 5
Team 1 vs. Team 2
Team 3 vs. Team 6
Team 4 vs. Team 5

Continued double
Team warm-up/practice




